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FULL SPEED AHEAD: INTERNATIONAL
LAW CONCERNING MARINE POLLUTION
AND THE UNITED STATES NAVY -
STEAMING TOWARDS STATE
RESPONSIBILITY AND COMPLIANCE
Ensign Florencio J. Yuzon*
Because there is an ocean, there is a Navy. The ocean is the
single, fundamental difference separating navies from armies and
air forces. Because of this, it is important to understand the mari-
time environment, so it can be described and predicted for devel-
opment, deployment and employment of naval systems.'
The very survival of the human species depends upon the
maintenance of an ocean clean and alive, spreading all around the
world.2
I. INTRODUCTION
An examination of the oceanic environment reveals a di-
verse ecology rich in marine life and precious natural resources.
"It embraces an expansive array of biological communities, from
estuaries and coastal wetlands to beaches and tidal flats, as
well as reefs and deep water environments."3 The oceans have
come to "embody the largest segment of the environment which
* Judge Advocate General's Corps, United States Naval Reserve. Currently
assigned to Naval Reserve Readiness Command; Region Nine; Naval Air Station
Memphis; Millington, Tennessee. B.A., magna cum laude, Case Western Reserve
University, 1993; M.A., summa cum laude, Case Western Reserve University
School of Graduate Studies, 1993; J.D., Case Western Reserve University School of
Law, 1996. The opinions expressed are those of the author and do not represent
the views of the United States Department of Defense, the United States Depart-
ment of the Navy, or any other governmental agency.
1 ALL HANDs, [Magazine of the U.S. Navy], Apr. 1995, at 1.
2 Anastasia Toufexis, The Dirty Seas: Threatened by Rising Pollution, the
Oceans are Sending out an SOS, TIME, Aug. 1, 1988, at 44.
3 Christopher C. Joyner, Biodiversity in the Marine Environment: Resource
Implications for the Law of the Sea, 28 VAND. J. TRANSNAT'L L. 635, 637 (1995).
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mankind can.., directly influence,"4 and state interests have
forced nations to utilize them. However, the oceans have be-
come a garbage receptacle - "[a] dumping ground for virtually
all of the by-products of man's activities."5
During the 1970s, it was estimated that shipboard waste,
comprised of paper, plastics, metals, and glass, was discharged
by vessels at a rate of 6.4 million tons per year.6 This figure
includes approximately one million tons of plastic per annum at
a rate of 639,000 plastic containers per day.7 More recently, oil
tanker disasters have catapulted the collective conscience of hu-
manity to an awareness of the extremely adverse effects that
contaminants have on the marine environment.8 Images of
blackened coastlines, and petroleum-soaked birds and mam-
mals remind states that the ecological balance is delicate.
While such catastrophic accidents are amplified by media cover-
age, large quantities of oil and other pollutants are still being
discharged annually from the routine operation of commercial
and military vessels.
International law has responded by imposing certain obli-
gations and rights upon states to curtail the persistent problem
of vessel-source pollution. However, to what extent may a state
be held liable under these obligations. "Vessels do not engage in
conduct; they are merely the instruments of human actors."9 As
a result, "[sItates may be attributed responsibility for vessel
conduct injurious to the marine environment . . .only to the
extent that the requisite juridical relationship exists between
the state and an individual vessel-user."10 However, what if the
vessel-user is the state?
4 Yvonne L. Tharpes, International Environmental Law: Turning the Tide
on Marine Pollution, 20 U. MIAMI INTER-AM. L. REV. 579 (1989).
5 Id.
6 See Jeffrey S. Dehner, Note, Vessel-Source Pollution and Public Vessels:
Sovereign Immunity v. Compliance, Implications for International Environmental
Law, 9 EMORY INT'L L. REV. 508, 509 (1995).
7 See id.
8 See discussion infra Part II.A.2.
9 BRIAN D. SMITH, STATE RESPONSIBILITY AND THE MARINE ENVIRONMENT:
THE RULES OF DECISION 147 (1988). Thus according to the author, "in this context,
'.. .vessel' is properly viewed as a short-hand expression referring to the individu-
als associated with a vessel, including owners, operators, masters, crews, passen-
gers, and property shippers." Id.
10 Id.
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Naval warships and similar vessels are unique in that they
are owned and operated by governments.1 ' Given this status,
to what extent do the principles of state responsibility apply?
Specifically, does international law impose obligations upon the
United States Navy to control pollution discharges while con-
ducting normal operations? If so, has the Navy complied with
these obligations?
This article analyzes these issues and concludes that on a
general level, the United States has a certain responsibility to
comply with international standards concerning the prevention
of marine pollution 12 from vessel-sources. This obligation ap-
plies equally to U.S. Naval forces despite the provisional barri-
ers of sovereign immunity.-3 Section II examines the problem
of marine pollutants, analyzing their varying sources and their
effects on the oceanic environment. Subsequent sections scruti-
nize the corpus of international environmental laws and deter-
mine the extent to which states are bound to its proscriptions.
In order to understand the application of international law and
ocean governance to the U.S. Navy, strategic and security inter-
ests are detailed. What is evident, however, is that these tradi-
tional military interests have given way to an awareness, by the
Navy, of the need to prevent pollution by its afloat units. Fi-
nally, this article surveys current international law concerning
the narrow issue of vessel-source pollution, its application to na-
11 See discussion infra Part IV.C.1 (discussing the unique nature of naval
vessels).
12 According to the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission, marine
pollution is defined as "the introduction by man, directly or indirectly, of sub-
stances or energy into the marine environment, resulting in such deleterious ef-
fects as: harm to living resources; hazards to human health; hindrance to marine
activities including fishing; impairing the quality ... use of seawater; and reduc-
tion of amenities." Tharpes, supra note 4, at 583, citing S. GERLACH, MARINE POL-
LUTION DIAGNOSIS AND THERAPY 4 (1981); Springer, Towards a Meaningful Concept
of Pollution in International Law, 26 INT'L & CoMP. L. Q. 531 (1977). This formula-
tion has served as the basis of a "quasi-official definition" devised by the Group of
Experts on the Scientific Aspects of Marine Pollution (GESAMP). MARTINE
RIMOND-GOUILLOUD, Prevention and Control of the Marine Pollution, THE ENvI-
RONMENTAL LAW OF THE SEA 194 (Douglas M. Johnston ed., 1981). R~mond-Gouil-
loud argues, however, that this definition does not take into consideration all the
possible sources of marine pollution. See id. New technology does not necessarily
entail the "introduction of substances or energy." Id. For example, deep-sea min-
ing and dredging the sea floor may have long-term "sterilizing effects." See id.
13 See discussion infra Part V.C.
1997]
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val ships, and the degree to which the latter complies with the
provisions.
II. MARINE POLLUTION - A GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE
Oceanic waters, which cover over seventy percent of the
world, play a vital role in maintaining ecological balance.
14
Economic, scientific, and security interests have increasingly
forced States to turn to the utilization of the high seas, 15 but,
oceanic dependence has grave environmental consequences.
Recreational, commercial, and military opportunities "exert
substantial pressure on limited and fragile resources."1 6 One
commentator has posited that "[a] s the world's population mul-
tiplies and industry expands, the problem of man's degradation
of the environment becomes more critical and compelling."' 7
The capacity to exact harmful effects is revealed by stagger-
ing figures. For example, it was estimated that within the five
year period between 1977 and 1982, 400 million tons of waste' 8
were dumped into ocean waters by members of the Convention
on Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping Wastes and
Other Matter.' 9 Studies have indicated that these substances,
introduced into the marine environment, disrupt the delicate
ecology.
Shellfish have been found to contain hepatitis, polio virus, and
other pathogens. Pollution has closed at least one-fifth of the na-
tion's commercial shellfish beds; beaches and bays have been
closed to swimming and other recreational use; lifeless zones have
been created in the marine environment; there have been heavy
14 See Steven J. Moore, Troubles in the High Seas: A New Era in the Regula-
tion of U.S. Ocean Dumping, 22 ENvTL. L. 913, 916 (1992). According to the au-
thor, "[t]he oceans provide the base for the world's fresh water supply, affect global
climate, and are important in the oxygen-carbon dioxide balance of the atmos-
phere." Id. Citing GUNTHER DIETRICH ET AL., GENERAL OCEANOGRAPHY: AN INTRO-
DUCTION 1 (2d ed. 1980).
15 See discussion infra Part IV.
16 RnMOND-GOUILLOUD, supra note 12.
17 Tharpes, supra note 4, at 581.
18 See Moore, supra note 14, at 917. In addition to this amount, it is esti-
mated that 1.1 billion tons of dredged materials, seventeen million metric tons of
industrial waste, and seventeen million wet metric tons of sewage sludge were
dumped into oceanic waters. Id.
19 See Convention on Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping Wastes and
Other Matter, Dec. 29, 1972, 26 U.S.T. 2406, 11 I.L.M. 1291 (1972) [hereinafter
The London Convention].
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kills of fish and other organisms; and identifiable portions of the
marine ecosystem have profoundly changed.20
Additionally, oil tanker disasters such as the Torrey Canyon2 '
and Amoco Cadiz22 turned the world's attention to the far-
reaching effects of oil pollution.
To combat this problem, effective legal regimes must be cre-
ated. The process, however, is inherently complicated. 23 Pro-
posals to curb marine pollution must take into consideration
"the variety of pollutants, their chemical composition and be-
havior, the sources and pathways by which they enter the
marine environment, the nature and extent of their effects, and
the degree of threat they pose over time."24 In order to under-
stand the magnitude of this problem, the following section iden-
tifies and examines the types and characteristics of waste that
enter the marine environment, the deleterious effects that these
substances inflict and the main sources of marine pollution.
A. Marine Pollutants
The fashioning of effective pollution control laws must nec-
essarily take into consideration the "extraordinary diversity of
pollutants."25 Accordingly,
the scope, mode and effectiveness of a regulatory approach to any
kind of marine pollution may depend in part on a properly scien-
tific appreciation of the characteristics of the polluting substances
and of their effects on the affected sectors of the food chain, and at
least an approximate understanding of the assimilative capacity
of ocean areas under particular stress.2 6
20 Tharpes, supra note 4, at 585 (citing U.S. Council on Environmental Qual-
ity, A National Policy 12-18 (1970)).
21 In March 1967, the Torrey Canyon, a 118,000 ton tanker ran aground spill-
ing 100,000 tons of crude oil into the sea. See R.R. CmRCHILL & A.V. LOwE, THE
LAW OF THE SEA 241 (1988). "[Tlhis caused black tides and damage to both the
English and French coastlines." ALExANDaRE Kiss & DINAH SHELTON, INTERNA-
TIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL LAW 163 (1991).
22 Eleven years after the Torrey Canyon disaster, the Amoco Cadiz acciden-
tally discharged 210,000 tons of petroleum of the coast of Brittany. See CHURCHILL
& LowE, supra note 21, at 241.
23 See ROBERT A. SHINN, THE INTERNATIONAL POLITICS OF MARINE POLLUTION
CONTROL 1 (1974).
24 Id.
25 RMONND-GouIuLOuD, supra note 12, at 194.
26 Id. at 194-95.
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1. Types and characteristics
Commercial tanker disasters such as the Torrey Canyon,27
the Amoco Cadiz2s and the Exxon Valdez29 illustrate the de-
structive nature that oil 30 has on the marine environment. 31
While oil as a marine pollutant has received the most attention
and public concern, it is not the most noxious of pollutants. 32
Unlike oil, other substances such as chlorinated hydrocar-
bons,33 heavy metals,34 and radioactive wastes are not bi-
odegradable, nor is there any means available to remove them
once they enter the water. 35 In addition to these types of pollu-
27 See supra note 21 and accompanying text.
28 See supra note 22 and accompanying text.
29 "More than 36,000 waterfowl died, along with more than 1,000 sea otters
and 144 bald eagles." Settlement Reached on Exxon Oil Spill, CHRISTIAN SCI. MON-
ITOR, Mar. 15, 1992, at 4.
30 See generally SHnNsm, supra note 23, at 6-14 (discussing the problem and
effects that oil and associated hydrocarbons have on the marine environment). Oil
enters the ocean in a variety of ways including "natural submarine seepage, natu-
ral decay of marine plant and animal life, shore-based industrial and transport
activities (including... the automobile), offshore drilling, wrecked oil tankers and
other ships, and discharges from vessels that pump out cargo and ballast tanks
with sea water." Id. at 6.
31 According to one commentator, the potential for oil spills is related to the
employment of larger ships carrying more hazardous cargoes over greater dis-
tances. See JAN SCHNEIDER, Pollution from Vessels, THE ENVIRONMENTAL LAw OF
THE SEA 203, 203 (Douglas M. Johnston ed., 1981). The twenty years from 1960 to
1980 witnessed a growth in the shipping industry. For example, during the 1960s,
there was approximately 36,000 vessels of at least 100 gross registered tons (grt)
totaling 1.25 million grt. See id. By 1980, the number of ships had grown to about
70,000 and represented 400 million grt. See id. Furthermore, according to
Schneider:
As to the size of tankers, during the same period [1960 to 19801 the largest
tanker in service went from around 30,000 [deadweight tons (dwt)], to
over 500,000 dwt. In little more than twenty years, the amount of oil
transported by sea increased by 700 percent: from 250 million tons to
more than 1,700 million tons.
Id. These figures represent the potential for large scale environmental disasters.
For example, within a two month period between December 1976 and January
1977, a series of tanker accidents made headlines, including the Argo Merchant,
Sansinena, Oswego Peace, Olympic Games, Daphne, Grand Zenith, Barcola, Mary
Ann, Universal Leader and Irenes Challenger. See id. at 204.
32 See CHURCHILL & LowE, supra note 21, at 244. Oil is not viewed as the
most harmful due in part to the fact that it is eventually broken down by marine
bacteria. See id.
33 Examples include DDT and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs). See id.
34 Heavy metals include elements such as lead, mercury and cadmium. See
id.
35 See id.
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tants, "[t]he U.S. Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) has
identified seven types of ocean disposed wastes."36 The catego-
ries and definitions include:
1. Dredge spoils3 7 - sand, silt, clay, rock, and pollutants that have
been deposited from municipal and industrial discharges;
2. Industrial wastes38 - acids and assorted liquid wastes from
factories;
3. Sewage sludge3 9 - the solid material remaining after municipal
waste treatment;
4. Construction and demolition debris - masonry, tile, stone,
plastic, wiring, piping, shingles, glass, cinder block, tar, tarpaper,
plaster, vegetation and excavation dirt;
5. Solid waste40 - more commonly called refuse, garbage, or trash
- the material generated by residences; commercial, agricultural
and industrial establishments; hospitals and other institutions;
and municipal operations;
6. Explosives and chemical munitions - no official definition but
includes 'unserviceable or obsolete shells, mines, solid rocket fu-
els, and chemical warfare agents;' and
7. Radioactive wastes4 1 - the liquid and solid wastes that result
from processing of irradiated fuel elements, nuclear reactor opera-
36 John Warren Kindt, Solid Wastes and Marine Pollution, 34 CATH. U. L.
REV. 37, 38 (1984).
37 "[D]redged materials usually refers to the sediment removed from water-
ways in order to improve navigation." Moore, supra note 14, at 920. The toxicity of
these sediments is commonly due to the introduction of chemical or hazardous sub-
stances from land-based sources. See id.
38 These wastes are no longer disposed of in the ocean territory of the United
States. See id. at 918.
39 Sewage sludge is "the heterogenous residue of municipal water treatment
plants and is composed primarily of nutrients and thus contain protozoa and bac-
teria, heavy metals, and hydrocarbons (including PCBs and pesticides as well as
petroleum distillates)." Moore, supra note 14, at 919. Until 1992, sewer sludge
was continuously dumped into oceanic waters, but since then, the United States
has ceased. See id. Even with the passing of legislation, "sewage is still finding its
way into the ocean. Boston and Los Angeles still discharge raw sewage, which is
less concentrated than sludge, in to the ocean through pipelines." Id. at 920.
40 Solid waste has also been defined as "all material which is normally solid,
and which arises from animal or human lie and activities and is discarded as use-
less or unwanted." Tharpes, supra note 4, at 589.
41 For a general discussion of radioactive wastes, See SHINN, supra note 23, at
15-30. In terms of effects, tests have reveled that some sea-dwelling species have a
concentration of radioactive elements in their bodies. See id. at 15. As a result,
certain isotopes cause internal damages to the organisms thereby causing disfig-
urement or death. See id.
19971
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tions, medical use of radioactive isotopes, research activities and,
also, from equipment and containment vessels which become radi-
oactive by induction.
To what extent does the military contribute to marine pol-
lution?42 Until the 1970s, the dumping of obsolete or dangerous
military wastes into the oceans had been considered an accepta-
ble means of disposal. 43 According to one commentator, "[tlhese
wastes have consisted of organic materials, biological and chem-
ical warfare agents, heavy metals, petrochemicals, outdated ex-
plosives, defoliating agents, pesticides, solid objects, dredging
spoils, and other inorganic materials peculiar to military
operations."44
In addition to the dumping of wastes created by on-land in-
stallations, naval vessels contribute to marine pollution while
on routine operations. 45 Generally, it is estimated that world
navies carry approximately 771,500 crew-members thereby cre-
ating up to 74,000 tons of garbage46 each year.47 Often times,
the solid waste that is created is jettisoned directly into the
ocean.48 Given the number of U.S. naval vessels,49 the potential
42 It is undisputed that the United States military contributes to the waste
stream that enters the oceanic environment. See, e.g., id. at 43-44; and William L.
Schachte, Jr., The Value of the 1982 UN Convention of the Law of the Sea - Pre-
serving Our Freedoms and Protecting the Environment, THE MARINE ENIRONMErT
AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT: LAW, POLICY, AND SCIENCE 105 (Alastair Couper
& Edgar Gold eds., 1993) (detailing the need for the U.S. Navy to control the dis-
charge of pollution at sea).
43 See SHINN, supra note 23, at 43.
4 Id. "Because of the classified aspect of military operations, the exact chemi-
cal and toxicological nature of these materials is frequently unknown, and details
on the dumping of these materials are generally not available." Id. See also note
41 and accompanying text.
46 See SHINN, supra note 23, at 44. One example, in the past, was the dis-
charging of contaminated resins and nuclear cooling water from nuclear subma-
rines. See id.
46 According to the National Academy of Sciences, the amount of trash dis-
carded is comprised of and categorized as follows: (1) paper materials - sixty-
three percent; (2) metal - 16.6 percent; (3) glass - 9.6 percent; (4) plastic - 0.7
percent; and (5) rubber - 0.5 percent. See Tharpes, supra note 4, at 590.
47 See Dehner, supra note 6, at 510.
48 In 1993, approximately 63,356 tons of garbage were discharged into naviga-
ble waters by the Navy. See Jennifer Warren, Town Throws Life Jacket to Sailor
in Hot Water, L.A. TIMES, May 23, 1993, at 3A. Cf Tharpes, supra note 4, at 590;
and Ava Carmel, Killing the Sea the Silent Way, THE JERUSALEM POST, Jan. 24,
1996.
[Vol. 9:57
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for pollution discharge is startling.50 It is opined that "every
sailor produces about 3.1 pounds of trash a day... [and, on an
aircraft carrier with 5,000 to 6,000 sailors, that amounts to
about 18,000 pounds."5 1
2. The effects on the oceanic ecological balance
The encroachment of contaminants into the marine envi-
ronment seriously threatens biodiversity 52 and the delicate bal-
ance of the oceans. The introduction of pollutants into oceanic
waters leads to two broad effects: 53 habitat destruction, 54 and
49 It is estimated that the United States owns approximately 2,000 vessels,
including 600 Navy ships with over 300,000 crew-members. See Dehner, supra
note 6, at 510.
50 Persons aboard passenger ships produce 28,000 tons of garbage per annum.
See Tharpes, supra note 4, at 590. Furthermore, merchant marine crews and plea-
sure craft passengers are estimated to contribute 110,000 tons and 103,000 tons of
garbage per annum, respectively. See id. Therefore, "in essence, virtually all the
garbage and trash from the globe's commercial fleet is jettisoned directly into the
ocean." Id.
51 Navy Says It's Green, NAVY NEWS & UNDERSEA TECHNOLOGY, Sept. 12,
1994. See also Navy Struggles to Get a Handle on Ships' Trash, THE CAPITAL, Sept.
6, 1994, at B1 (suggesting that the average aircraft carrier produces almost 19,000
pounds of solid waste a day). One particular form of solid waste - plastics -
bears mentioning due to its adverse effects on the marine environment. It is esti-
mated that 639,000 plastic containers are discarded daily into the sea. See
Tharpes, supra note 4, at 590. The amount assumes 9,000 operational ships with
an average of thirty people per vessel. See id. Yet, this figure does not take into
consideration U.S. naval ships at sea. According to one Navy study, an aircraft
carrier with a crew of 3,000 on a thirty day deployment would create 21,000 cubic
feet of plastic waste, requiring a storage space seven feet high, thirty feet wide and
100 feet long. See Some Navy Ships to Continue Dumping at Sea Through 2001,
MED. WASTE NEWS, Aug. 8, 1991. Cf. Michael Weisskopf, Pollution From Plastics
Ravaging Marine Life, Unregulated Dumping Imperils Some Species, WASH. POST,
Dec. 15, 1986, at Al (indicating that the Navy alone dumps more than 60 tons of
plastic materials a day).
52 The notion of biological diversity or "biodiversity encompasses the whole
variety of life on earth." Joyner, supra note 3, at 636. According to Joyner:
[Biodiversity] is the total web of life on the planet, inclusive of plant,
animal and micro-organisms that inhabit the soil, air, and ocean depths.
[It] refers to the variety of ocean and coastal plants and animals. This
variety exists at various levels of organization, ranging from genetic dif-
ferences among individuals to whole ecosystems. Not surprisingly, biolog-
ical variation in the global marine environment is especially vast; oceanic
and coastal ecosystems cover seventy-one percent of the earth's surface.
Id. at 636-37.
53 This is not two say that these two effects are exclusive. State interests in
the high seas may lead to other threats to marine resources. For example, there
exists the problem of over-exploitation. See Cyrille de Klemm, Living Resources of
9
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ecological damage. For example, wastes may lead to oxygen de-
pletion, biostimulation 55 and pH imbalances.56 The process of
"eutrophication" occurs when pollution-produced nutrients
cause accelerated and excessive microscopic plant growth. 57
When the plant material decomposes, the available supply of
dissolved oxygen diminishes. 5 As a result, the depletion of oxy-
gen causes the impairment or death of oxygen-dependent
organisms.59
Chemical pollutants often raise the toxicity of the sur-
rounding waters thereby adversely affecting fish and plant life.
"Deformities and disease increase as accumulations of high
levels of toxins are compounded in the fatty tissues."60 Over
time, organisms concentrate noxious substances leading to dis-
ease. The problem is exacerbated as successive levels of the
food chain ingest the contaminated organisms. 61
The intentional dumping or jettisoning of solid wastes into
the ocean is a clear example of the potential for habitat destruc-
the Ocean, THE ENVIRONMENTAL LAW OF THE SEA 71, 75 (Donald M. Johnston, ed.,
1981). For example, over-exploitation may occur when states over-fish thus lead-
ing to the collapse of fisheries. See id. See also Joyner, supra note 3, at 642 (stat-
ing that over-exploitation of resources occurs "when organisms are targeted for
harvest as well as when organisms are caught incidentally").
54 Habitat destruction includes "not only the physical destruction of habitats
but also any alteration of the ecological conditions that will make the continuous
existence of a species impossible." de Klemm, supra note 53, at 76. According to
the author, this includes temperature or salinity changes, the destruction of
spawning areas, nurseries, or feeding areas. See id.
55 Biostimulation is the accelerated growth of algae and other forms of plant
life caused by the increased levels of nitrates and phosphates in the water due to
the introduction of waste materials. See Moore, supra note 14, at 921-22.
56 See id, at 921.
57 See Joyner, supra note 3, at 641.
58 See id. See also Moore, supra note 14, at 921.
59 See Joyner, supra note 3, at 641.
60 Id. According to one commentator, the concentration of toxic substances
begins when phytoplankton ingest contaminated nutrients. See Moore, supra note
14, at 921. Furthermore, blood and tissue toxicity increases as higher marine or-
ganisms, such as fish, take in contaminated water through these gills. See id.
61 This process is called "biomagnification." See Joyner, supra note 3, at 641.
Joyner posits that this may occur "when persistent toxins are passed along the
food chain and accumulate in progressively higher concentrations in higher prey
species. Consequently, animals that feed high on the food chain risk much greater
levels of tissue contamination." Id. While critics of this theory point out that con-
taminants are dispersed throughout the food chain, thereby diminishing the dele-
terious effects to higher species, this dilution does not negate the fact that the
reach of toxic substances is extended in fact. See id.
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tion and ecological damage. In many instances, the wastes may
entangle, trap, drown, or choke fish, sea mammals, 62 seabirds63
and sea turtles. Floating plastic bags, resembling jelly fish, can
be lethal to whales and sea turtles that feed on them.64 Addi-
tionally, manta rays have had their wings sliced through by fila-
ment lines.65
The above discussion is by no means an exhaustive exami-
nation of the consequences of marine pollution. Rather, it is in-
dicative of the potential for deleterious effects. In order to fully
understand the scope of the problem, the inquiry must take into
consideration the modes or methods of introduction of pollu-
tants into the oceanic environment.
B. The Sources
"Nothing... is more fundamental in the general design of
marine pollution control policy than the classification of sources
of marine pollution."66 Commentators have accepted six forms
of marine pollution by virtue of the source: 67
1. navigation (ship-generated or vessel-source pollution);
2. the disposal of wastes at sea (pollution by dumping);68
62 According to Tharpes, marine mammals become entangle in plastics in at
least three ways. See Tharpes, supra note 4, at 591-92. First, large fragments can
kill a Northern fur seal. See id. Entanglement in medium sized fragments result
in exhaustion and starvation since the energy level for swimming, breathing, and
hunting become too insufficient to sustain the animal. Finally, small fragments
may cause suffocation as the animal's body "grows into the debris." See id.
63 For example, netting can cause immediate drowning; fragments may en-
trap their heads and extremities; or ingestion may cause death. See id. at 591, n.
85.
64 See Joyner, supra note 3, at 642.
65 See Tharpes, supra note 4, at 592.
66 RAMOND-GoUILLOUD, supra note 16, at 196 ("source" refers to the type of
activity that gives rise to or causes the harm or hazard).
67 See id. Compare with Kiss & SHELTON, supra note 21, at 174-201.
68 According to one commentator:
Ocean dumping is the seaward transport of land-generated wastes by
ships, barges, platforms or aircraft and their disposal in the marine envi-
ronment. Such wastes may be 'dumped' in bulk containers, or inciner-
ated, but regardless of the method of disposal used, the ultimate aim is
the disposal of undesirable wastes in the sea. Dumping forms part of the
overall problem of how to dispose of wastes in an environmentally safe
way.
Norman G. Letalik, Pollution from Dumping, THE ENVIRONMENTAL LAW OF THE
SEA 217 (Douglas M. Johnston ed., (1981). For a general discussion of the problem
1997]
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3. the discharge of a wide-range of shore-generated effluents
(land-based pollution);69
4. the dissemination of emissions on land (pollution from and
through the atmosphere);70
5. offshore petroleum exploration and exploitation (pollution from
seabed activities);7 1 and
6. deep-ocean mining.
Given the missions, types and manners of naval opera-
tions,72 this article exclusively focuses on the problematic area
of vessel-source and ship-generated pollution. While the scope
of this examination is limited to warships and similar vessels,
there are, nevertheless, general caveats concerning vessel-
source pollution that are indispensable to the analysis.
Vessel-source pollution accounts for approximately twelve
percent of all marine pollution. 73 While the bulk of the pollu-
tion results from routine operational discharges, 74 such as
washing cargo tanks75 or disposing garbage, accidental pollu-
and remedies of oceanic dumping see id.; see also Kiss & SHELTON, supra note 21,
at 180-86.
69 See generally MARTINE R MoND-GoUILLOUD, Land-Based Pollution, THE
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW OF THE SEA 230 (Douglas M. Johnston ed., 1981) (detailing
the problem of land-based sources and effluents); Kiss & SHELTON, supra note 21,
at 189-94 (highlighting the legal regimes which combat the problem of land-based
sources of marine pollution.
70 "This form of pollution appears to have received relatively little attention
perhaps because the basic rules relative to air pollution generally apply to the
marine environment as well as to land." Kiss & SHELTON supra note 21, at 178.
For a general discussion, see id. at 178-80.
71 See generally id. at 186-89 (discussing the problem stemming from seabed
exploration and the legal response); MARTINE R5MOND-GOUILLOUD, Pollution from
Seabed Activities, THE ENVIRONMENTAL LAw OF THE SEA 245 (Douglas M. Johnston
ed., 1981).
72 See supra notes 132-145 and accompanying text.
73 See Daniel Bodansky, Protecting the Marine Environment from Vessel-
Source Pollution: UNCLOS III and Beyond, 18 ECOLOGY L.Q. 719, 724 (1991).
This figure is compared to land-based and atmospheric sources comprising sev-
enty-seven percent, ocean dumping ten percent, and offshore production one per-
cent of all marine pollution. See id.
74 See id.
75 Ballasting and cargo washings are two forms of operational discharges. See
Andrew Griffin, Comment, MARPOL 73/78 and Vessel Pollution: A Glass Half
Full or Half Empty?, 1 IND. J. GLOBAL LEGAL STuD. 489, 491 (1994). According to
the author, ballasting occurs when a tanker has discharged its load, and the crew
fills up the now empty cargo area with sea water to compensate for wight lost from
the delivery. With this new ballast, the vessel is able to displace sufficient water in
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tion falls within the ambit of ship-generated or vessel-source
pollution.76
The problem of vessel-source pollution encompasses the
conflict between coastal and maritime interests. The coastal in-
terests seek to impose stricter environmental standards and
greater authority over vessels in their coastal waters. The mar-
itime interests seek to protect their military and commercial do-
minions. 77 What is emerging, is a corpus of international laws
designed to ameliorate this conflict and impose
[a] partial compromise [which] has been to recognize greater au-
thority of states over foreign vessels in their ports. International
law has addressed the problem of vessel-source pollution stan-
dards that serve as an alternative to coastal state regulation; and
second, by setting forth rules governing the jurisdiction of flag,
coastal, and port states. 78
The foregoing discussions illustrate the magnitude of the prob-
lem of marine pollution. In response, international laws have
been devised to address vessel-source pollution, but, questions
remain unanswered. To what extent is a State obligated to fol-
low or implement international pollution standards? To what
extent must warships and similar vessels adhere to prescrip-
tions governing vessel-source pollution? The following sections
analyze these questions as they relate to the imposition of inter-
national marine pollution control laws on the U.S. Navy.
III. INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL LAw AND
MARINE POLLUTION
A. Establishing the Obligations and Responsibility of States
Man is both creature and molder of his environment, which
gives him physical sustenance and affords him the opportunity for
order to maneuver. See id. The problem with this practice is that 0.35 percent of
the original cargo is left behind as residue and thus mixes with the ballasted sea
water. This contaminated water is then discharged before arriving at port, thus
providing a means for the pollutant to enter the environment. See id. at 492. Con-
taminated substances also find their way into oceanic waters through tank wash-
ings. See id. Sea water is used to clean empty storage holds. The washings,
containing sludge materials and cargo residue, are then discharged back into the
ocean before returning to port. See id.
76 See Kiss & SHELTON, supra note 21, at 174.
77 See Bodansky, supra note 73, at 725.
78 Id.
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intellectual, moral, social, and spiritual growth. In the long and
tortuous evolution of the human race on this planet a stage has
been reached when through rapid acceleration of science and
technology, man has acquired the power to transform his environ-
ment in countless ways and on an unprecedented scale. 79
The Stockholm Declaration represents the birth of international
environmental law. This Stockholm Conference, in addition to
creating the Declaration, established a working-paradigm for
global recognition of environmental issues, and instituted the
United Nations Environment Program (UNEP).
The Conference issued 26 non-binding principles within its
Stockholm Declaration and is significant for its recognition of
state responsibility for environmental damage. Principle 2180
directs that states may conduct activities within their borders
such as "exploit[ing] their own resources"8 ' but that they have a
further duty to prevent those actions from damaging other
states.8 2 This has been viewed as constituting customary inter-
national law.8 3 Some states sought to implement the principles
79 Declaration of the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment,
June 16, 1972, 11 I.L.M. 1416 [hereinafter Stockholm Declaration].
80 See id. at 1420.
81 Id.
82 See id. Principle 21 states that:
States have, in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations
and the principles of international law, the sovereign right to exploit their
own resources pursuant to their own environmental policies, and the re-
sponsibility to ensure that activities within their jurisdiction or control do
not cause damage to the environment of other States or of areas beyond
the limits of national jurisdiction.
Id.
83 Prior to its explicit delineation in the Stockholm Declaration, the notion of
state responsibility has been relied on in litigation concerning environmental de-
spoilment. See Trail Smelter Case (United States v. Canada), 3 R. Int'l Arb.
Awards 1905 (1938 & 1941) reprinted in 33 AM. J. INT'L L. 182 (1939) (initial opin-
ion) and 35 AM. J. INT'L L. 684 (1941) (final decision). The case relates to injuries
suffered by farmers resulting from emissions of sulphur dioxide from a smelting
plant in British Columbia. The Arbitral Tribunal concluded that
no state has the right to use or permit the use of its territory in such a
manner as to cause injury by fumes in or to the territory of another or the
properties of another person therein, when the case is of serious conse-
quence and the injury is established by clear and convincing evidence.
35 AM. J. INT'L L. at 716. Furthermore, custom is viewed as an important source of
international law. In Article 38(b) of the Statute of the International Court of Jus-
tice, it is stated that "international custom, as evidence of a general practice ac-
cepted as law" is deemed a source of international law of which the ICJ shall apply.
Statute of the ICJ, Art. 38 (b), 59 Stat. 1055 (1945), T.S. No. 993 at 25. Often
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of the Stockholm Declaration. These states recognized the need
to elaborate on measures to conserve natural resources viewed
as necessary to humanity.s 4 The United Nations responded in
1982 by promulgating the World Charter for Nature.
85
The Preamble of the World Charter expresses fundamental
concepts, such as,
mankind is a part of nature and life depends on the uninterrupted
functioning of natural systems to ensure the supply of energy and
nutrients . . . [and] civilization is rooted in nature, which has
shaped human culture . . . and living in harmony with nature
gives man the best opportunities for the development of his
creativity.8 6
Implicit in these concepts is the recognition that "man can alter
nature and exhaust natural resources by his action or its conse-
quences and, therefore, must fully recognize the urgency of
maintaining the stability and quality of nature and of conserv-
ing natural resources."87  Furthermore, "nature shall be
respected and its essential processes shall not be impaired,"
88
which intimates a continuation of the principle espoused by the
times, there exists a gradual transformation of treaty law into customary law evi-
denced by municipal enactments passed by states as standards of conduct. If other
states find such codifications acceptable, the municipal statutes tend to be inter-
preted as giving rise to generally accepted usages. Moreover, it is possible that
further refinements of this established custom may undergo subsequent develop-
ment by way of multilateral treaties. See GEORG SCHWARZENBERGER, INTERNA-
TIONAL LAW AS APPLIED BY INTERNATIONAL COURTS AND TRIBUNALS, THE LAW OF
ARMED CONFLICT 15 (1968). See also, Jonathan I. Charney, International Agree-
ments and the Development of Customary International Law, 61 WASH. L. REV. 971
(1986). In a general sense, therefore, customary international law is perceived to
exist when a practice is exercised by states, over an extended period of time, by a
state with the conception that the action it takes is valid under international law,
and with the acquiescence of other states. See G.M. DANILENKO, LAw-MAKING IN
THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNITY 75, 81-82 (1993). Yet, this approach presupposes
acceptance by other states. Thus, one scholar has articulated that the general par-
adigm of the "decision-making process" model is such that if other states respond
positively to the acting state's practice, international law is created. See ANTHONY
D'AMATO, INTERNATIONAL LAw: PROCESS AND PROSPECT 124-25 (1986). Conversely,
if other states respond negatively to the acting state's practice, arguably, no cus-
tomary international law is created. See id.
84 See Kiss & SHELTON, supra note 21, at 46.
85 General Assembly Resolution on a World Charter for Nature, Oct. 28, 1982,
22 I.L.M. 455 (1983) [hereinafter World Charter].
86 Id. at 456.
87 Id. at 457.
88 Id.
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Stockholm Declaration; humanity must respect the environ-
ment and take responsibility for state action. As was the case
with the Stockholm Declaration, the principles of the World
Charter are not codified into binding legal authority. Neverthe-
less, it is indicative of prevailing notions and the direction that
international environmental law has taken.
The 1989 Declaration of the Hague on the Environment8 9
issued a similar mandate to that of its predecessors. Adopted
by 24 states, the Hague Declaration supported the right to a
healthy environment. This is evident in Paragraph 5, "reme-
dies to be sought involve not only the fundamental duty to pre-
serve the ecosystem but also the right to live in dignity in a
viable global environment."90 The scope of the Hague Declara-
tion included a proposal for fashioning an international organi-
zation, within the United Nations framework, to curtail state
activities causing pollution. 91
The most significant recent event concerning international
environmental law occurred with the promulgation of the Rio
Declaration on Environment and Development in 1992.92 The
Rio Declaration, through its 27 Principles, restates concepts
found in its predecessors and attempts to build on them. Ac-
cording to Principle 1, "human beings are the center of concerns
for sustainable development... [and] are entitled to a healthy
and productive life in harmony with nature."93 Furthermore,
the idea of state responsibility, found in the Stockholm Declara-
tion, has carried over into the Rio Declaration and is embodied
in Principle 2.9 4
89 Declaration of the Hague on the Environment, Mar. 11, 1989, 28 I.L.M.
1308 [hereinafter Hague Declaration].
90 Id. at 1309.
91 The International Court of Justice would have authority to mandate com-
pliance with such agreements and settle international environmental disputes. See
id. at 1310. In many ways, however, it is difficult to assert that such a remedy is
viable. This is mainly due to the failure of states to submit to the jurisdiction of
the ICJ in most matters. See Lynn Berat, Defending the Right to a Healthy Envi-
ronment: Toward a Crime of Geocide in International Law, 11 B.U. INT'L L.J. 327,
334-36 (1993).
92 United Nations Conference on Environment and Development: Rio Decla-
ration on Environment and Development, June 14, 1992, 31 I.L.M. 874 [hereinaf-
ter Rio Declaration].
93 Id. Principle 1, at 876.
94 See id. Principle 2 states that:
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The Rio Declaration allows for the recognition of state lia-
bility for activities that harm the environment.95 According to
Principle 13, "states shall ... cooperate in an expeditious and
more determined manner to develop further international law
regarding liability and compensation for adverse effects of envi-
ronmental damage caused by activities within their jurisdiction
or control to areas beyond their jurisdiction."96 Many of the
principles concerning state responsibility, embodied in the con-
ventional sources of international environmental law, have
been further developed by the International Law Commission
(ILC) in its Draft Articles on State Responsibility. 97 The set of
35 principles, which constitute the Draft Articles, relate to the
responsibility of states for their internationally wrongful acts.98
In summary, this brief history of international environmen-
tal law illustrates the existence of humanity's right to be secure
in a habitable environment. Furthermore, states must take re-
sponsibility for their actions and activities that cause destruc-
tion to the natural environment. Despite the non-binding
status of the Stockholm Declaration and its progeny, there is
evidence that the right to a habitable environment and state
responsibility have become fixed principles within customary
international law.99
States have, in accordance with the Charter of the United Nations
and the principles of international law, the sovereign right to exploit their
own resources pursuant to their own environmental and developmental
policies, and the responsibility to ensure that activities within their juris-
diction or control do not cause damage to the environment of other States
or of areas beyond the limits of national jurisdiction.
Id.
95 See id. Principles 13-15 at 878-879.
96 Id. Principle 13 at 878.
97 THE INTERNATIONAL LAW CoMMIssIoN's DRAFr ARTICLES ON STATE REsPON-
SIBILITY (Shabtai Rosenne ed., 1991) [hereinafter Draft Articles].
98 See id. at 169. A more in-depth discussion of the Draft Articles is available
infra, Part III.B in relation to the application of the principle of state responsibility
to marine pollution.
99 See note 83 and accompanying text (discussing customary international
law). Specific examples of state responsibility found in conventional sources in-
clude: Convention on Long-Range Transboundary Air Pollution, Nov. 13, 1979, 18
I.L.M. 1442 (1989) (dictating that states have the responsibility to limit air pollu-
tion); Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer, May 2, 1985, 26
I.L.M. 1529 (recommending that states should take appropriate measure to protect
the ozone layer). See also Part V (analyzing MARPOL and the United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea).
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B. The Application of the General Principles of International
Environmental Law to Marine Pollution
International environmental law has had an impact on
marine pollution. The Stockholm Declaration contains a gen-
eral principle dictating that "[tihe discharge of toxic substances
or of other substances... must be halted in order to ensure that
serious or irreversible damage is not inflicted upon ecosys-
tems."100 Specifically, it asserts that "[sitates shall take all pos-
sible steps to prevent pollution of the seas by substances that
are liable to create hazards to human health, to harm living re-
sources and marine life, to damage amenities or to interfere
with other legitimate uses of the sea."101
In order to implement the general principles of the Stock-
holm Declaration, the participants adopted recommendations in
the form of an Action Plan 10 2 to identify international programs
and activities. Recommendations 70-85 deal with the general
problem of pollution' 03 while Recommendations 86-94104 deal
with the specific problem of marine pollution. Although most of
these prescriptions concern scientific research and monitoring
efforts, Recommendation 86 urges states to develop norms that
effectively prevent despoilment of the oceanic environment. 10 5
100 Stockholm Declaration, supra note 79, Principle 6, at 1418.
101 Id. Principle 7, at 1418.
102 Action Plan for the Human Environment, reprinted in BAsIc DOCUMENT OF
INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL LAw: VOLUME 1, THE IMPORTANT DECISIONs 40-44
(Harald Hohmann ed., 1992). While most of the general recommendations deal
with scientific research and the establishment of standardized monitoring sys-
tems, there are general principles that mirror those of the Stockholm Declaration.
103 See id. For example, Recommendation 71 states that:
Governments [should] use the best practicable means available to
minimize the release to the environment of toxic or dangerous substances
... until it has been demonstrated that their release will not give rise to
unacceptable risks or unless their use is essential to human health of food
production, in which case appropriate control measures should be applied.
Recommendation 71, Id. at 41.
104 See id. Recommendations 86-94, at 44-47.
105 Recommendation 86 states in pertinent part:
It is recommended that Governments ... :
(a) Accept and implement available instruments on the control of
the maritime sources of marine pollution;
(b) Ensure that the provisions of such instruments are complied
with by ships flying their flags and by ships operating in areas under
their jurisdiction and that adequate provisions are made for review-
18http://digitalcommons.pace.edu/pilr/vol9/iss1/2
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Both the World Charter and the Rio Declaration take posi-
tions similar to the Stockholm Declaration. As a general princi-
ple, the World Charter dictates that "[n]ature shall be respected
and its essential process shall not be impaired."1 0 6 Given this
general admonition, it details that: "[dlischarge of pollutants
into natural systems shall be avoided and:
(a) Where this is not feasible, such pollutants shall be treated at
the source, using the best practicable means available;
(b) Special precautions shall be taken to prevent discharge of ra-
dioactive or toxic wastes."'0 7
Although there are no specific recommendations in the Rio Dec-
laration that speak directly to the problem of oceanic pollu-
tion,' 08 the participants at the Rio Conference were cognizant of
the serious nature of marine pollution. 0 9 Nevertheless, it may
be argued that the provisions governing transboundary pollu-
tion ' 0 would apply by inference to oceanic pollution."'
ing the effectiveness of, and revising, existing and proposed interna-
tional measures for control of marine pollution;
(c) Ensure that ocean dumping by their national anywhere, or by
any person in areas under their jurisdiction, is controlled and that
Governments shall continue to work towards the completion of, and
bringing into force as soon as possible of, an over-all instrument for
the control of ocean dumping as well as needed regional agreements
within the framework of this instrument, in particular for enclosed
and semi-enclosed seas, which are more at risk from pollution;
(e) Participate fully in the 1973 Intergovernmental Marine Con-
sultative Organization (IMCO) Conference on Marine Pollution and
the Conference on the Law of the Sea...; and
(f) Strengthen national controls over land-based sources of
marine pollution, in particular in enclosed and semi-enclosed seas,
and recognize that, in some circumstances, the discharge of residual
heat from nuclear and other power-stations may constitute a poten-
tial hazard to marine ecosystems.
Id. Recommendation 86, at 44-45.
106 World Charter, supra note 85, General Principle I.
107 Id. Function 12, at 459.
108 See Ranee Khooshie Lal Panjabi, From Stockholm to Rio: A Comparison of
the Declaratory Principle of International Environmental Law, 21 DENV. J. INTeL L.
& POL'Y 215, 265 (1993).
109 See id. at 264. For example, according to the author, the delegate from
Nauru called for "an immediate and permanent ban on the deliberate dumping of
all toxic materials into the oceans, including especially radioactive wastes." Id.
110 Principle 14 urges states to cooperate to prevent transboundary pollution
by dictating that: "States should effectively cooperate to discourage or prevent the
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Scholars have posited that the development of interna-
tional law is influenced by the United Nations 12 even though
critics of these conventions argue that they provide no binding
weight upon states. 1 3 Thus, U.N. documents encourage the de-
velopment of international law to the extent that they offer evi-
dence of customary principles which may be perceived as
binding upon states. 1 4 Based on the widespread approval of
these resolutions, it follows logically that state responsibility for
marine pollution has a sufficient foundation in international
law."15
The Draft Articles buttress the notion of imposing obliga-
tions controlling marine pollution on the states. As a general
relocation and transfer to other States of any activities and substances that cause
severe environmental degradation or are found to be harmful to human health."
Rio Declaration, supra note 92, Principle 14, at 878. Moreover, Principle 13 elabo-
rates on the principle of state responsibility by articulating that:
States shall develop national law regarding liability and compensa-
tion for the victims of pollution and other environmental damage. States
shall also cooperate in an expeditious and more determined manner to
develop further international law regarding liability and compensation for
adverse effects of environmental damage caused by activities within their
jurisdiction or control to areas beyond their jurisdiction.
Id. Principle 13.
111 See Panjabi, supra note 108, at 265.
112 See, e.g., OSCAR SCHACHTER, INTERNATIONAL LAW IN THEORY AND PRACTICE
85 (1991) (arguing that while the General Assembly does not have the power to
create binding international law, "few would deny that General Assembly resolu-
tions have had a formidable influence in the development of international law mat-
ters of considerable importance to national States" Id.); JORGE CASTAREDA, LEGAL
EFFECTS OF UNITED NATIONS RESOLUTIONS 3 (Alba Amoia trans., Colombia Univer-
sity Press, 1969).
113 According to Article 14 of the Charter of the United Nations, "the General
Assembly may recommend measures for the peaceful adjustment of any situation,
... " U.N. CHARTER art. 14, reprinted in [1970] U.N.Y.B. 1003. Given this provi-
sion, one commentator has argued that these General Assembly Resolutions, of
which the Stockholm Declaration, World Charter, and Rio Declaration are, are
merely recommendations and are not per se legal restrictions. See Mark Caggiano,
The Legitimacy of Environmental Destruction in Modern Warfare: Customary Sub-
stance over Conventional Form, 20 B.C. ENVTL. AFF. L. REV. 479, 502-03 (1993).
114 See SCHACHTER, supra note 112, at 91 (positing that "[i]f we treat law-de-
claring resolutions as evidentiary, they may have legal effect as evidence even if
they are not unanimous" Id.).
115 Evidence of this may be found in the application of what constitutes cus-
tomary international law. See supra note 83 and accompanying text (discussing
the basis of customary international law). Moreover, further evidence of interna-
tional support is found in the fashioning of legal regimes in the form of agree-
ments. See discussion infra Part V (evaluating international agreements
concerning marine pollution).
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principle, the Draft Articles proclaim that "every internation-
ally wrongful act of a State entails the international responsi-
bility of that State."116 The elements necessary to constitute an
"internationally wrongful act" are "conduct consisting of an act
or omission . . .attributable to the State under international
law" and "that conduct constitutes a breach of an international
obligation 117 of the State."" 8
The Draft Articles extend further by explicitly delineating
international crimes and international delicts.119 In particular,
Article 19 defines an international crime as a "breach by a State
of an international obligation so essential for the protection of
fundamental interests of the international community." Thus,
an international crime may result from a breach of the obliga-
tion of "safeguarding and preserv[ing] .. .the human environ-
ment, such as those prohibiting massive pollution of the
atmosphere or of the seas."120 Drawing on the Stockholm Decla-
ration and its progeny, the Draft Articles assert that "[iut seems
... undeniable that the obligations flowing from these rules are
intended to safeguard interests so vital to the international
community that a serious breach of those obligations cannot fail
116 Draft Articles, supra note 97, art. 1, at 43. Commentary to the adoption of
this Article indicates that the drafters reaffirmed the basis of this principle as
found in state practice and judicial decisions. In particular, the Draft Articles cite
as authority such cases as the S.S. Wimbledon, 1927 P.C.I.J. (ser. A) No. 1, at 15;
Concerning the Factory at Chorzow, 1927 P.C.I.J. (ser. A) No. 17, at 29; Corfu
Channel, 1949 I.C.J. 23.
117 It should be noted that the Draft Articles impose a requirement that the
international obligation must be in force for the State. According to Article 18,
"[an act of the State which is not in conformity with what is required of it by an
international obligation constitutes a breach of that obligation only if the act was
performed at the time when the obligation was in force for that State." Draft Arti-
cles, supra note 97, Art. 18 at 171. The origin of the obligation, however, may arise
through customary, conventional or other sources. See id. art. 17 at 163 ("An act of
a State which constitutes a breach of an international obligation is an internation-
ally wrongful act regardless of the origin, whether customary, conventional or
other, of that obligation." Id.).
118 See id. Art. 3 at 49.
119 See id. Art. 19 at 179. According to Paragraph I, "[aln act of a State which
constitutes a breach of an international obligation is an internationally wrongful
act, regardless of the subject-matter of the obligation breached." Id. Furthermore,
"[an internationally wrongful act which results from the breach by a State of an
international obligation so essential for the protection of fundamental interests of
the international community that its breach is recognized as a crime by that com-
munity as a whole constitutes an international crime." Id.
120 Id. Art. 19 at 179-180 (emphasis added).
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to be seen by all members of the community as an internation-
ally wrongful act of a particularly serious character."121
C. Summary
The general principles of international environmental law
recognize the concept of state responsibility for environmental
damage. This corpus of laws imposes an obligation to refrain
from activities that harm the environment, specifically the deli-
cate oceanic ecological balance. By applying the theoretical un-
derpinnings of international law, it can be argued that a
sufficient basis for these precepts is found in customary, 122 as
well as conventional, sources.123
By virtue of international support, it can be argued that the
United States is bound by the general principles of interna-
tional environmental law. Support for this argument can be
found in the language of the Restatement (Third) of Foreign Re-
lations of the United States. 24 For example, Section 601, enti-
tled "State Obligations with Respect to Environment of Other
States and Common Environment," provides that:
[a] state is obligated to take such measures as may be necessary
... to ensure that activities within its jurisdiction or control
121 Id. at 193.
122 See supra note 83 and accompanying text.
123 See discussion infra Part V detailing the international conventions and
agreements concerning marine pollution.
124 For example, § 102 recognizes the sources of international law by dictating
that:
(1) A rule of international law is one that has been accepted as such
by the international community of states
(a) in the form of customary law;
(b) by international agreement; or
(c) by derivation from general principle common to the major
legal systems of the world.
(2) Customary international law results from a general and consis-
tent practice of states followed by them from a sense of legal obligation.
(3) International agreements create law for the states parties thereto
and may lead to the creation of customary international law when such
agreements are intended for adherence by states generally and are in fact
widely accepted.
(4) General principles common to the major legal systems, even if not
incorporated or reflected in customary law or international agreement,
may be invoked as supplementary rules of international law where appro-
priate. RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF FOREIGN RELATIONS OF THE UNITED
STATES § 102 (1987).
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(a) conform to generally accepted international rules and stan-
dards for the prevention, reduction, and control of injury to the
environment of another state or of areas beyond the limits of na-
tional jurisdiction .... 125
With respect to marine pollution, the Restatement includes
a list of responsibilities. 12 6 According to Section 603,
(1) A state is obligated
(a) to adopt laws and regulations to prevent, reduce, and con-
trol any significant pollution of the marine environment that
are no less effective than generally accepted international
rules and standards; and
(b) to ensure compliance. . . by ships flying its flag, and, in
case of a violation, to impose adequate penalties on the owner
or captain of the ship.
(2) A state is obligated to take, individually and jointly with other
states, such measures as may be necessary, to the extent practica-
ble under the circumstances, to prevent, reduce, and control pollu-
tion causing or threatening to cause significant injury to the
marine environment.1 2 7
Having established state responsibility for environmental
despoilment of oceans, and that the United States recognizes
these principles; to what extent do they apply to the United
States Navy? The following sections analyze the narrower issue
of applying international law concerning marine pollution to
naval warships and similar vessels. In order to fully under-
stand such an application several areas need to be examined. It
is important to comprehend the competing interests that exist
in the formation of a rational, legal regime for ocean govern-
ance. By scrutinizing these interests, the context of the applica-
tion of international marine pollution control laws to the United
States Navy can be more fully understood.
125 Id. § 601. Furthermore, this Section recognizes that a state is responsible
for "any violations of its obligations . . ., and for any significant injury." Id. For a
general discussion of general remedies available to states; see id. § 602.
126 See id. § 603. For a general discussion of remedies available for marine
pollution; see id. § 604.
127 Id. § 603. The Comments and Reporters' Notes recognize that these princi-
ples have a sufficient basis in convention law such as UNCLOS and MARPOL. See
id. cmts. a-g (detailing the parallels to UNCLOS); see also id. Reporters' Notes 3-4.
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IV. THE MILITARIZATION OF THE SEAS - NAVAL INTERESTS
AND OCEAN GOVERNANCE
A. Introduction
The difficulty of establishing a legal regime to govern the
world's oceans arises from prioritizing the conflicting uses and
interests which determine ocean policy. One commentator has
indicated that these priorities can be ordered in a myriad of
ways, "lals contending power groups in which various interests
seek to influence governments, as political models, analogs, or
constructs that provide the intellectual substructure for more
specific schemes of allocating ocean resources; or as vital na-
tional interests of nations-states that cannot be compro-
mised."128 Analyzing this dichotomy reveals two sets of
conflicting goals and objectives, individual interests and state
policies which seek to advance national interests. 129
Robert A. Shinn posits that "national security and its at-
tendant problems of military and strategic interests have been
the most important issues for many nations in sea law confer-
ences."1 30 Moreover, "military security can be expected to be
the first in any ranking of priorities."1 13  The following section
examines U.S. naval interests in ocean governance by analyzing
current naval policies to determine if this concept is necessarily
true.
128 SHINN, supra note 23, at 87-88.
129 See STEPHEN D. KRASNER, DEFENDING THE NATIONAL INTEREST: RAW MATER-
IALs INVEsTMENTS AND U.S. FOREIGN POLICY (1978). Professor Krasner refers to
this as a pluralist, liberalist, or interest-group approach to understanding the rela-
tions between entities in the international arena. See id. at 26-27. "Analytically,
liberalism... begins with the society. Its basic unit of analysis is the group. Poli-
tics is viewed as a competition among organized interests. Government policy is
understood to be the 'resultant of effective access by various interests'...." Id. at
26, quoting in part, DAVID B. TRUMAN, THE GOVERNMENTAL PROCESS; POLITICAL
INTERESTS AND PUBLIC OPINION 507 (2d ed. 1971).
130 SHINN, supra note 23, at 88. See also KEN BOOTH, LAW, FORCE AND DIPLO-
MACY AT SEA (1985); D.P. O'CONNELL, THE INFLUENCE OF LAW ON SEA POWER
(1975).
131 SHINN, supra note 23, at 88. This is not to say that there are no other inter-
ests that States may have. To the contrary, there exists concerns over fisheries,
commercial uses and scientific research and development that similarly drive the
establishment of legal regimes concerning the use of oceans and marine pollution.
See P. SREENIVASA RAO, THE PUBLIC ORDER OF OCEAN RESOURCES: A CRITIQUE OF
THE CONTEMPORARY LAW OF THE SEA 108-20 (1975).
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B. National Security and the Use of the Sea
Today, more than any other time in our nation's history, there is a
need for joint warfighting and peacekeeping capabilities that can
be launched from the sea. In this world's rapidly changing global
security environment, there is one enduring reality: the United
States is a maritime nation that will always find value in a for-
ward-deployable and self-sustainable global force to project power
and protect our national interests. 132
Secretary Dalton's sentiments reflect a generalization of the
U.S. Navy's main objectives. 133 Indeed, the ability to "project
power and protect our national interests" is an extension of the
pronounced missions134 of the United States Naval forces -
132 John H. Dalton (Secretary of the Navy), Forward . .. from the sea, ALL
HANDS, Jan. 1996, at 2.
133 The notion of "Sea Power" has evolved to play an important role in the
United States Navy. See, e.g., ADMIRAL ALFRED T. MAHAN, THE INTEREST OF
AMERICA IN SEA POWER, PRESENT AND FUTURE (1897); WILLIAM P. MACK & THOMAS
D. PAULSEN, THE NAvAL OFFICER'S GUIDE 1-9 (10th ed. 1991). Naval officers are
taught that sea power cannot survive without: "A strong, ready navy, capable of
projecting its power across the sea and ashore with combinations of surface, sub-
marine, and amphibious forces, and carrier and shore-based air forces, and capable
of maintaining a sea-based strategic deterrence system. . . ." Id. at 3.
134 These prescribed missions of the United States Navy were established in
1970 by Admiral Elmo R. Zumwalt, Jr., former Chief of Naval Operations, and
expounded upon by Vice Admiral Stansfield Turner, former President of the Naval
War College. See ADM. Stansfield Turner, Missions of the U.S. Navy, 26 NAvAL
WAR COLLEGE REVIEW 2 (1974). It should be noted that other commentators have
viewed naval power and the use of the sea as a means to maximize different values
such as security and power; wealth and well-being; respect and rectitude; and en-
lightenment. See RAo, supra note 129 at 167-68. In the case of the first, Rao opines
that "States have always relied on seapower in their bid to improve national power
and security." Id. at 167. At a time when international relations was dominated
by the United States and the former Soviet Union, the use of the sea by naval
forces was an essential ingredient to mutual deterrence. See id. "Wealth and well-
being" reflects the national aspiration of States to reach, and defend interests
abroad including various economic interests such as food, energy and raw materi-
als. See id. at 168. The third factor articulated by Rao, "respect and rectitude,"
views maintenance of seapower as "essential to preserve the image of a nation as a
great power and to gain the respect of others." Id. Finally, defense interests tend-
ing to augment oceanographic research has led to the "enlightenment" of States as
new uses or potentialities arise. See id.
19971
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strategic deterrence, 135 sea control, 136 projection of power
ashore137 and naval presence. 38
These missions require substantial use of the oceans by na-
val forces.139 There are three identified classes of military uses:
1. Military uses generated in response to non-military uses: in-
cludes policing problems, and protection of shipping, fishing,
shores, and property at sea.
2. Military uses generated from special properties of the sea: in-
cludes deterrence forces, sea based forces for attacks on foreign
shores, and forces based at sea for surveillance of foreign
activities.
135 Strategic deterrence is viewed as the most important naval mission. See
MARK W. JANIS, SEA POWER AND THE LAW OF THE SEA 1 (1976). Accordingly, its
main objectives are:
1.To deter all-out attack on the United States or its allies;
2.To face any potential aggressor contemplating less than all-out attack
with unacceptable risk; and
3.To maintain a stable political environment within which the threat of
aggression or coercion against the United States or its allies is minimized.
Id.
136 Sea control is defined as "ensuring industrial supplies, reinforcing and
resupplying military forces engaged overseas, providing wartime economic and
military supplies to allies, and providing safety for naval forces in the projection of
power ashore role." Id. at 2. In other words, the ability to assert sea control is the
ability to keep navigational lanes open for one's own side while denying them to
the enemy. See id.
137 The projection of power ashore entails the ability to use amphibious as-
sault, naval bombardment, and tactical air strikes thereby permitting naval forces
to take part in armed conflicts on foreign soil. See id.
138 Naval presence may be no more than "showing the flag." See id. Yet, "[it]
may also include the threatened application of another of the naval missions, espe-
cially the threat of some sort of projection of power ashore. As such, it can be used
in attempts to sway the policies of other countries." Id. at 2-3.
139 See Honorable Robert A. Frosch, Assistant Secretary of the Navy for Re-
search and Development, Address at the Second Mershon-Carnegie Endowment
Conference on Law, Organization, and Security in the Use of the Ocean (Oct. 7,
1967), in MERSHON CENTER FOR EDUCATION IN NATIONAL SECURITY AND CARNEGIE
ENDOWMENT FOR INTERNATIONAL PEACE, PAPERS PRESENTED AT THE SECOND CON-
FERENCE ON LAW, ORGANIZATION AND SECURITY IN THE USE OF THE OCEAN 154
(1967) [hereinafter Mershon Address]. See also SHINN, supra note 23, at 87-88;
Myres S. McDougal, Authority to Use Force on the High Seas, in 61 READINGS IN
INTERNATIONAL LAW FROM THE NAVAL WAR COLLEGE REVIEW: ROLE OF INTERNA-
TIONAL LAW AND AN EVOLVING OCEAN LAW 551(Richard B. Lillich & John Norton
Moore eds., 1980); Oliver J. Lissitzyn, Electronic Reconnaissance from the High
Seas and International Law, in Id. at 563; Michael McGuire, Changing Naval Op-
erations and Military Intervention, in Id. at 586.
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3. Military uses generated by other military uses: includes sub-
surface warfare, air defense of and attacks on fleets, and surveil-
lance of enemy military forces. 1
40
Arising from these generalized uses are various "customary
expectations" concerning the use of marine areas for security
purposes. 141 For example, states have accepted the principle of
"freedom of the seas" to include an implied right of "freedom of
navigation."1 42  In its traditional connotation, 143 freedom of
navigation implied, "the freedom for states to send their mili-
tary vessels, men-of-war and submarines, across the oceans.
This right naturally includ[ed] free passage for military ships
through straits that [were] not within territorial waters of a
coastal state."' 44
Historically, the laws of modern naval operations have rec-
ognized the fundamental right of navigation 145 and have
140 Mershon Address, supra note 139, at 155-156.
141 See RAo, supra note 131, at 171.
142 Id. at 172. The author points out that from the Second Punic War, 218-201
B.C. to the present, oceans have been recognized as useful for the "offensive power
of nations." See id.
143 While this concept is outside the scope of the paper, it is nevertheless useful
for understanding certain presumptions in both military and legal regimes con-
cerning ocean governance. It is not clear what effect the 1982 United Nations Con-
vention on the Law of the Sea is going to have on this principle. C.f CMDR.
Stephen A. Rose, Operational Law, Naval Activity in the EEZ - Troubled Waters
Ahead?, 39 NAVAL L. REv. 67 (1990). In particular, the Exclusive Economic Zone
(EEZ) will attempt to "accommodate two competing interests - the desire of
coastal states for greater control over offshore resources versus the perceived need
of maritime powers to maintain traditional freedom of action in waters beyond the
territorial sea." Id. at 67. Moreover, according Commander Rose, EEZs will pres-
ent challenges to naval operations in foreign EEZs - specifically military exer-
cises and the type of military devices employed. See id. at 73.
144 Id.
145 The Laws of Naval Operation promulgate two standards concerning Air
Navigation. See Commander's Handbook on the Law of Naval Operations, Depart-
ment of the Navy, § 2.5 [hereinafter Commander's Handbook]. Under the first,
National Airspace, it is stated that:
Under international law, every nation has complete and exclusive sover-
eignty over its national airspace, that is, the airspace above its territory,
its internal waters, its territorial sea, and . . . its archipelagic waters.
There is no customary right of innocent passage of aircraft through the
airspace over the territorial sea or archipelagic waters analogous to the
right of innocent passage enjoyed by surface ships.
Id. § 2.5.1. For a discussion of "innocent passage" see note 144 and accompanying
text.
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adopted it into the protocols governing the use of vessels in na-
tional14 6 and international 147 waters.
Modern science and technology have changed the perspec-
tive of naval strategists.148 The result is a formidable arsenal of
Concerning the second case, international airspace, the Commander's Hand-
book proposes that:
All international airspace is open to the aircraft of all nations. Accord-
ingly, aircraft, including military aircraft, are free to operate in interna-
tional airspace without interference from coastal or island nation
authorities. Military aircraft may engage in flight operations.... surveil-
lance and intelligence gathering, and support of other naval activities.
Id. § 2.5.2.
146 See id. § 2.3. The law governing navigation in national waters is largely
governed by the concept of "innocent passage." See id. §§ 2.3.2 and 2.3.4. Innocent
passage dictates that:
International law provides that ships (but not aircraft) of all nations enjoy
the right of innocent passage for the purpose of continuous and expedi-
tions traversing of the territorial sea or for proceeding to or from internal
waters. [It] includes stopping and anchoring, but only insofar as inciden-
tal to ordinary navigation, or as rendered necessary by force majeure or
distress. Passage is innocent so long as it is not prejudicial to the peace,
good order, or security of the coastal or island nation. Among the military
activities considered prejudicial..., are:
1. Any threat or use of force against the sovereignty, territorial
integrity, or political independence of the coastal or island nation;
2. any exercise or practice with weapons of any kind;
3. the launching, landing, or taking on board of any aircraft or
any military device;
4. intelligence collection activities detrimental to the security of
that coastal or island nation; and
5. the carrying out of research or survey activities.
Id. In international straits, the notion of transit passage applies, which is defined
as "the exercise of the freedoms of navigation and overflight solely for the purpose
of continuous and expeditious transit in normal modes of operation utilized by
ships and aircraft for such passage." See id. § 2.3.3.1.
147 See id. § 2.4. The Commander's Handbook articulates a standard gov-
erning international waters that is essentially based on the traditional notion of
freedom of navigation. See supra note 145 and accompanying text. Under § 2.4.3,
the Commander's Handbook dictates that:
[aill ships and aircraft, including warships and military aircraft, en-
joy complete freedom of movement and operation on and over the high
seas. For warships, this includes task force maneuvering, flight opera-
tions, military exercises, surveillance, intelligence gathering activities,
and ordnance testing and firing .... All of these activities must be con-
ducted with due regard for the rights of other nations and for the safe
conduct and operation of other ships and aircraft.
Commander's Handbook, supra note 145, at § 2.4.3
148 See RAo, supra note 131, at 166. Over time, technological advancements
have seen efforts to diminish the noise of submarines, and improve its speed and
range. See id.
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strike platforms capable of being delivered to any remote region
of the world. It is clear that interests concerning national se-
curity remain and that the United States still places reliance on
its naval forces. 149 However, the concept of the World Charter
that oceans are a common heritage of mankind, is emerging
alongside those traditional principles of security. 150 Actors,
such as the military, must take steps to ensure the ocean's con-
servation by minimizing the hazardous effects of marine
pollution.15 '
C. Environmental Protection and Conservation -
An Emerging Interest
We [are ... the users, managers, and protectors of a significant
portion of the nation's most ecologically important lands. Our
area of operations includes the global air, land, marine, and estu-
arine environments .... Our continued mission access to domes-
tic airspace, land, and coastal waters is dependent on public
confidence that we are competent and conscientious stewards of
resources entrusted to our use. We must earn this confidence on
an installation by installation, and on an operation by operation,
basis.152
The traditional missions 53 of the Navy have begun to in-
corporate environmental concerns and a recognition that
"[r]eadiness and protection of the environment are inextricably
linked."154 However, environmental laws and standards could
149 C.f The Strategic Imperative, ALL HANDs, supra note 132 at 4. The strate-
gic imperative still recognizes that:
[olur vital economic and security interests are dispersed around the
globe. Because [the United States is] a maritime nation [its] strategy is
necessarily a transoceanic one. Deployed naval forces will provide the
critical operational links between peacetime operations and the require-
ments of a developing crisis or major regional contingency.
Id.
150 See discussion, supra Part III.A.
151 See, e.g., We Protect the Environment - We live Here, Too, ALL HANDS, supra
note 132, at 6. "In today's Navy, caring for the environment is an operational ne-
cessity. We are dedicated to environmental issues because it is the right thing to
do. This dedication allows us to complete our mission more effectively.... Every
day is Earth Day in the Navy." Id.
152 Department of the Navy, Natural Resources Conservation Strategic Plan,
available at <http:/www.enviro.navy.mil/conserv.htm>.
153 See supra notes 134-38 and accompanying text.
154 Cheryl A. Kandaras, Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Navy (In-
stallations and Environment), Statement Before the Subcommittee on Defense of
1997]
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hamper the ability of naval forces to achieve their missions. 155
Despite this potential, the Navy has attempted to implement
broad, sweeping policies to confront the military's environmen-
tal obstacles and comply with the imposed prescriptions and
standards.
The following sections examine current Naval environmen-
tal policies. In order to understand the application of environ-
mental laws to naval ships, the unique status of these vessels
will be analyzed. Subsequent sections will survey current envi-
ronmental policies utilized by the U.S. Navy within the context
of application and compliance with federal and international
environmental standards.
1. The unique status of naval vessels
The status of naval vessels is important in determining the
applicability of environmental laws. 156 For example, the
designation of a ship as a "public vessel" may accord it certain
statutorily defined deferential rights, 157 or federal sovereign im-
munity.158 A complication exists, because, the current set of na-
the Senate Appropriations Committee on the Department of the Defense Environ-
mental Programs (May 17, 1994) 1994 WL 14187864 at 2 [hereinafter Kandaras
Testimony].
155 See id. at 2. "We are mindful that federal, state or local environmental
standards can, short of national security situations, reduce or preclude our train-
ing options, and thus our mission capability." Id. See also, Daniel E. O'Toole, Reg-
ulation of Navy Ship Discharges under the Clean Water Act: Have too Navy Chefs
Spoiled the Broth?, 19 WM. & MARY ENVTL. L. & POL'Y REV. 1 (1994).
[Tihe critical nature of the confrontation posited between a state and
Navy ships may not be mere fiction but could be entirely possible, indeed
inevitable, given the current state of environmental laws and the increas-
ingly aggressive posture taken by many states in interpreting and apply-
ing those laws to Navy ship discharges.
Id. at 2.
156 See id. at 4-7.
157 See id. at 3, n.11.
158 "Federal sovereign immunity . . . has historically barred the states from
regulating federal activities." Id. at 25. Moreover, the notion of Federal sovereign
immunity is grounded in the Supremacy Clause (Article VI) of the Constitution of
the United States. See id.
This Constitution, and the Laws of the United States which shall be made
in Pursuance thereof; and all Treaties made, or which shall be made,
under the Authority of the United States, shall be the supreme Law of the
Land; and the Judges in every State shall be bound thereby, any Thing in
the Constitution or Laws of any State to the Contrary notwithstanding.
U.S. CONST. art. VI, cl. 2.
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val ships is composed of a wide variety of vessel types
possessing various capabilities. Thus, without examination, it
is difficult to categorize the nature of a ship for purposes of cer-
tain environmental statutes. 15 9 It is uncontested that war-
ships, 160 a fundamental characteristic of vessels in an active
fleet,16 ' are unique public vessels due to their constitutionally
derived mission. 162 It has been articulated that, "warships are
designed as platforms to carry weapons systems and the per-
sonnel required to operate them."163 This broad definition en-
compasses aircraft carriers,164  surface warfare ships,
65
159 See O'Toole, supra note 155, at 7.
160 According to the Commander's Handbook on the Law of Naval Operations:
International law defines a warship as a ship belonging to the armed
forces of a nation bearing the external markings distinguishing the char-
acter and nationality of such ship, under the command of an officer duly
commissioned by the government of that nation and whose name appears
in the appropriate service list of officers, and manned by a crew which is
under regular armed forces discipline. In the U.S. Navy, those ships des-
ignated "USS" are warships as defined by international law.
Commander's Handbook, supra note 145, at § 2.1.1.
161 See id. at 5.
162 See O'Toole, supra note 153, at 3-4. The Constitution dictates that "Con-
gress shall have the power to ... provide for the common Defense and the general
Welfare of the United States... [and] to provide for a Navy." U.S. CONST. art I,
sec. 8, cl. 1. Moreover, Congress is charged with the duty "to provide for organiz-
ing, arming, and calling forth the Militia to execute the laws of the union, suppress
insurrections, or repel invasions." Id. at cl. 14.
163 O'Toole, supra note 153, at 5.
164 Aircraft carriers are charged with the following general mission: "The cen-
terpiece of the Navy's offensive and defensive strategy, carriers support and oper-
ate aircraft that engage in attacks on airborne, afloat, and ashore targets which
threaten our use of the sea. These vessels also engage in sustained operations in
support of other forces."Naval Ships, ALL HANDS, supra note 132, at 38. The Navy
has five classes of carriers each with different strike capabilities: (1) Kitty Hawk
(CV 63) Class; (2) John F. Kennedy (CV 67) Class; (3) Enterprise (CVN 65) Class;
(4) Nimitz (CVN 68) Class; and (5) Forrestal (CV 59) Class. See id.
165 Surface Warfare Ships are "[pirimary surface-borne combatants [that] con-
duct at-sea battle operations against surface, air and sub-surface enemies, [that]
protect sea lanes and [that] serve as front-line support to aircraft carriers in a
battle group." Id. Frigates, Cruisers, and Destroyers are considered as primarily
surface warfare vessels. See id.
1997]
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ballistic missile and attack submarines, 166 amphibious warfare
ships 167 and mobile combat logistics forces. 168
In addition to warships, the Navy maintains an extensive
fleet of auxiliary vessels. The Commander's Handbook on the
Law of Naval Operations defines "auxiliaries" as:
all vessels which comprise the Military Sealift Command (MSC)
Force. 169 The MSC Force includes: (1) United States Naval Ships
(USNS) (i.e., U.S. owned vessels or those under bareboat charter,
and assigned to MSC); (2) the National Defense Reserve Fleet and
the Ready Reserve Force170 (RRF) (when activated and assigned
to MSC); (3) privately owned vessels under time charter assigned
166 Ballistic Missile Submarines mainly deliver fleet missiles such as the Tri-
dent II (D-5) and Trident I (C-4) missiles. See id. at 34. Attack submarines, a
relatively new strike platform, has the duty to "destroy enemy ships, primarily
submarines, [and] to prohibit the employment of such forces against the United
States or allied ships." Id. at 38.
167 Assault ships; amphibious transport docks and command ships; tank land-
ing; and dock landing ships are considered amphibious warfare ships. See id. at
40-41. Their main mission is to "[carry assault troops and equipment to enemy
beaches and serve combat support platforms for these forces." Id. at 40.
168 Mobile combat logistics forces "provide fuel, provisions and ammunition to
combatant ships at sea via underway and vertical replenishment. These ships are
an integral part of carrier battle groups as fuel, ammunition and stores reser-
voirs." Id. at 39. There are essentially five different types of these vessels: (1) fast
combat support ships which redistribute petroleum products, ammunition, and
stores; (2) replenishment oilers which "deliver petroleum and munitions simulta-
neously to carrier battle groups using both connected and vertical replenishment;"
(3) Ammunition ships which deliver ammunition and stores; (4) fleet oilers which
"transport bulk petroleum and lubricants from depots to underway battle groups
station ships . . .;" and (5) combat stores which "conduct underway replenishment
of refrigerated stores, dry provisions, technical spares, general stores, fleet freight,
mail and personnel." Id.
169 Typical vessels comprising the Military Sealift Command (MSC) include
fast sealift vessels; combat stores; oilers; and tankers. See Naval Ships, supra note
132, at 42-43. Since these ships are not commissioned, the vessels bear the desig-
nations United States Navy Ship (U.S.N.S.) rather than United States Ship
(U.S.S.). See O'Toole, supra note 153, at 5-6. While these ships are further distin-
guished by blue and yellow bands encircling their stacks, they do fly the naval
ensign of the United States. See id. at 6. Finally, the crews are primarily civilians.
See id.
170 The Ready Reserve Force (RRF) is:
A force of inactive ships [designed] to provide militarily useful trans-
portation to meet wartime surge sealift requirements. Sources of RRF
ships are commercial ships that are purchased through competitive proce-
dure; ships from the near term pre-positioning force which are upgraded
to meet RRF standards; and ships removed from active MSC service. RRF
ships are maintained in a 5-, 10- or 20-day readiness status.
Naval Ships, supra note 132, at 43.
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to the Afloat Prepositioned Force (APF); and (4) those vessels
chartered by MSC for a period of time or for a specific voyage or
voyages. 17
1
Because these vessels are used for governmental noncommer-
cial service, auxiliaries enjoy federal sovereign immunity. 172
Yet, one commentator has indicated that
a number of ships operating under Navy auspices at any given
time, such as MSC vessels, might not qualify as "public" vessels
for lack of sufficient indicia of Government ownership, despite the
fact that a given ship may have been built to Navy specifications
and placed under operational control of the Navy by long term
and exclusive charter. 173
This categorization is significant because of its effect on the ap-
plicability of certain environmental standards and/or
exceptions. 174
In summary, the previous discussion illustrates two major
classes of naval vessels - warships and auxiliaries. Each is
charged with different functions essential to achieving the mis-
sions of the naval forces. Yet, to what extent does international
and federal environmental laws dealing with marine pollution
affect their peacetime operations? Framing this question,
within a proper context, is necessary to examine current naval
policies towards environmental protection.
2. United States Naval environmental policy
The Department of the Navyrs] mission is to defend our national
interest by projecting military power from the sea to land ....
Because we need continued use of and access to ... our seas and
the airspace over them, we view our environmental program as an
integral part of our overall management effort to accomplish our
mission.' 7 5
Since 1990, the environmental efforts of the Navy have
grown exponentially as its programs have grown over 230 per-
cent.176 In fiscal year 1995, the Department of the Navy sought
171 Commander's Handbook, supra note 145, at § 2.1.2.3.
172 See id.
173 O'Toole, supra note 155, at 6 (emphasis added).
174 See discussion infra Part V.C.
175 Kandaras Testimony, supra note 154, at 2.
176 See id. at 3.
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funding for environmental cleanup, compliance, conservation,
pollution prevention and technological development. 177 It was
estimated that in 1995, the Navy would spend approximately
1.8 million dollars.
PROGRAM Amount in millions
Cleanup $ 538
Compliance $ 768
Conservation $ 18
Pollution Prevention $ 141
Technology $ 73
BRAC 178  $ 274
TOTAL $1,812179
A comprehensive set of environmental programs which the
Navy seeks to implement has emerged. Naval forces have be-
come cognizant of two problematic areas - pollution prevention
and conservation. 18 0
177 See id. Collectively, this program is known as "C3P2T." See id.
178 BRAC refers to "base realignment and closure decisions." Kandaras
Testimony, supra note 154, at 3. This amount includes funds allocated for
environmental assessments, compliance, and cleanup efforts in support of the
BRAC. See id.
179 See id. In comparison, the Navy spent (in millions) the following in
previous fiscal years:
PROGRAM FY 1993 FY 1994
Cleanup $ 370 $ 404
Compliance $ 616 $ 768
Conservation $ 10 $ 20
Pollution Prevention $ 105 $ 122
Technology $ 68 $ 90
BRAC $ 105 $ 386
TOTAL $1,274 $1,762
Id.
IS0 Other issues of concern to the U.S. Navy are issues such as bioremediation;
the cleanup of Kaho'olawe; environmental compliance; and ozone depleting sub-
stances (ODS). See id. at 7. "Bioremediation" is essentially a remedial measure
whereby "naturally occurring microorganisms consume the contamination in the
soil as a source of food and energy. The microorganisms reduce the contaminants
to non-hazardous forms of carbon dioxide, water, and cell mass." Id. Kaho'olawe
presents a unique problem in that the Navy is faced with cleaning up this island
former used as a weapons range. See id. On May 7, 1994, the United States
handed back control of the island to the state of Hawaii. FACTS ON FILE WORLD
NEWS DIGEST, June 2, 1994 at 397 E3. See also Navy Test Ground Returns to Ha-
waii, N.Y. TIMES, May 9, 1994, at A12. The Navy will continue to control access to
the island until 2003, or until all exploded ordnance are removed. See id. In terms
of environmental compliance, the principle challenges facing the Navy and Marine
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(a) Pollution prevention
For many years, the nation's environmental strategies have fo-
cused on "end-of-the-pipe" waste management and treatment. We
now recognize that we must reduce pollution at all points in our
military and industrial process if we are to reduce the amount
and the toxicity of waste at the end of the process. We view pollu-
tion prevention as the primary means for the Department of the
Navy to achieve and maintain compliance with the environmental
requirements and preserve our access to the sea, air, and land.18 '
Pollution prevention has become a major issue for naval
forces.182 Previous programs have outline the putative benefits
of policies such as "hazardous waste minimization, shipboard
systems, solid waste and recycling, maintenance process im-
provement, hazardous material control, ozone depleting sub-
stances and acquisition management."18 3 There are two
significant marine pollution programs; shipboard solid waste
and effluent compliance.
The Navy has acknowledged that "[its] ships and subma-
rines present a unique environmental challenge,"' 8 4in dealing
with solid waste. As a result, goals of minimizing waste genera-
Corps are complying with the Clean Water Act, Clean Air Act, Toxic Substances
Control Act, Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, and Comprehensive Envi-
ronmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act. Kandaras Testimony,
supra note 152, at 7-8. The Navy's ODS program began in 1989 and its initial
focus was to "identify, test, qualify and implement alternatives to ODS in ...
weapons systems and platforms." Id. at 15. What has developed are comprehen-
sive shore and sea programs. See id.
181 Kandaras Testimony, supra note 154, at 13.
182 See generally, Elsie Munsell, Address Before the U.S. Navy Pollution Pre-
vention Conference: Held in Crystal City, Virginia on June 6, 1995 (detailing the
importance of pollution prevention programs) [hereinafter Pollution Prevention
Speech]. According to Munsell:
[p]ollution prevention is a key pillar, if not the key of our overall envi-
ronmental security program. More and more, pollution prevention and
compliance are becoming interwoven as [the Navy] look[s] for ways to re-
duce the cost of compliance with the numerous Federal, state and local
environmental statutes.... Lowering the cost of compliance will lower the
cost of operating and maintaining our weapon systems throughout the
fleet. Besides lowering the cost of compliance and protecting the environ-
ment, pollution prevention is critical to protecting the health of our peo-
ple, ensuring our ability to operate and train effectively and protecting our
nation.
Id. at 2.
183 Kandaras Testimony, supra note 154, at 13.
184 Id. at 9.
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tion and maximizing waste management have been set.18 5 For
example, by December 31, 1998, U.S. Naval surface ships will
be modified to comply with a plastics discharge prohibition.18 6
The Naval Supply Systems Command, as a means to reduce the
amount of plastics going aboard ships, established the Plastics
Removal in the Marine Environment (PRIME) Program. 8 7
Concerning effluent compliance, "[the U.S. Navy's] environmen-
tally sound ship goal also extends to liquid wastes."",8 As a re-
sult, naval commands have developed methods to control the
discharge of bilge water and other wastes.18 9
In order to meet its objectives, the Navy has implemented a
Pollution Prevention (P2) Program 90 consisting of four distinct
efforts: (1) Acquisition P2; 191 (2) Base Level P2;192 (3) P2 Re-
search and Development 193 and (4) Outreach and Awareness. 194
185 See id.
186 See id. at 10. Submarines are required to comply with plastics discharge
requirements by December 31, 2008. See id. See infra Part V (discussing the appli-
cation of the International convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships to
naval forces).
187 Kandaras Testimony, supra note 154, at 16-17.
188 Id. at 10.
189 See id. at 10. See discussion infra Part VI.B.
190 Department of the Navy, Pollution Prevention (P2) Program [hereinafter
P2 Program].
191 Acquisition pollution prevention is essentially a response to the MARPOL
Convention. See id. See also discussion infra Part V. In its general form, the the-
ory of this program is to "prevent generation of new sources of hazardous material
through acquisition reform." P2 Program, supra note 190 at 1.
192 This program targets the use of alternative methods of operations. For ex-
ample, Base Level Pollution Prevention advocates the use of energy conservation,
the introduction of alternative fuel vehicles for Navy and Marine Corps use; reduc-
tions in the cost and quantity of hazardous wastes associated with aerosol cans,
and the imposition of a Consolidated Hazardous Material Re-utilization and In-
ventory Management Program (CHRIMP) based on the concept of centralized con-
trol and cradle-to-grave management of hazardous wastes. P2 Program, supra
note 190.
193 Technological advancements are the cornerstone of the Pollution Preven-
tion Research and Development Program. For example, Fleet Activity Support &
Technology Transfer Teams Environment (FASTT-E) assists in the minimization
of hazardous materials and hazardous waste generation through site surveys, edu-
cation, and implementation of P2 opportunities. See id. Furthermore, technologi-
cal advancements concerning shipboard waste management fall within this
program. See id. See also discussion infra Part VI (detailing naval efforts to com-
ply with MARPOL and domestic marine pollution control standards).
194 According to this program, "Navy Environmental Leadership Program
(NELP) activities are selected to serve as model installations in the pollution pre-
vention area. Through the application of the P2 planning process and the equip-
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It is believed that implementation of these P2 initiatives will
"help improve military readiness... by improving maintenance
cycle times and reliability, improving personnel safety, reducing
the regulatory burden on [the U.S. Navy's] activities, and in-
creasing productivity."195 Moreover, "[firom an environmental
perspective, pollution prevention improves environmental com-
pliance by reducing releases into the air and water, along with
decreased hazardous waste disposal."196
(b) Conservation
Given the relative importance of federal statutes such as
the Endangered Species Act, 197 the Clean Water Act' 98 and the
Migratory Bird Act, 199 the Department of the Navy has become
"particularly sensitive to the need to protect the natural and
cultural resources on [its] bases."200 As a result, it has aligned
itself with the efforts of private, state and federal conservation
organizations 201 to develop initiatives such as fish and wildlife
management. 202
In addition to these programs, the U.S. Navy has estab-
lished its own Natural Resources Conservation Strategic
Plan.203 According to this framework, the U.S. Navy articulates
that its "vision ... is to be a leader in natural resources conser-
vation and compliance. Natural resources stewardship is em-
phasized because [the U.S. Navy] recognize[s] that.., national
security is inextricable linked to local, regional, and global eco-
ment procurement program at these locations, the Navy will develop new and
better ways to conduct day-to-day management of captivity environmental pro-
grams." P2 Program, supra note 190 at 3.
195 Pollution Prevention Speech, supra note 182, at 4-5.
196 Id. at 5.
197 16 U.S.C.A. § 1531 (1996).
198 33 U.S.C.A. § 1251 (1996).
199 16 U.S.C.A. § 703 (1996).
200 Kandaras Testimony, supra note 154, at 11.
201 For example, the Navy has aligned itself with such organizations as Part-
ners in Flight, a migratory bird program; the North American Waterfowl Manage-
ment Plan; the Chesapeake Bay Program; the Gulf of Mexico Initiative; the
Washington State Environment 2000 Initiative; and the Watchable Wildlife Pro-
gram. See id.
202 Additional programs include forest management, soil and water conserva-
tion, and outdoor recreation opportunities. See id.
203 Conservation Strategic Plan, supra note 152.
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logical integrity."20 4 Naval forces must "strengthen national se-
curity by strengthening conservation aspects of environmental
security" and "preserve the opportunity for a high quality of life
for present and future generations of Americans."20 5 In order to
attain these goals, the U.S. Navy has set the objective to "build
a strong conservation ethic throughout the Department .... 206
The necessary means are to "prepare and implement installa-
tion integrated natural resources management programs" 20 7
which "[eInsure optimum utilization of land and water re-
sources while maintaining ecological integrity."20
D. Summary
The preceding sections illustrate a dichotomy of naval poli-
cies concerning ocean governance. Although, in accordance
with Shinn's concept, the Navy's central role is protecting the
maritime interests of the United States both domestically and
abroad, even the naval commanders have become aware of the
need for an elaborate scheme of environmental policies. 20 9 In
204 Id. at 1.
205 Id. at 2. In addition to these pronounced goals, the Navy seeks to
"[pireserve [its] mission access to air, land, and sea resources." Id.
206 Id. In addition, the Navy declares that it must "Id]evelop and sustain
strong natural resources programs at [its] installations [and] [e]arn public confi-
dence in the ... Navy [sic] stewardship of the nation's natural heritage." Id.
207 Id.
208 Conservation Strategic Plan, supra note 152, at 2-3. This is by no means
the only scheme to be utilized. The Navy also hopes to:
Plan, program, and budget for natural resources projects and functions as
a cost of doing business. Identify all natural resources project funding
requirements .... Ensure attention to natural resources conservation
opportunities and constraints when formulating land use and manage-
ment decisions. Use geographic information systems (where available) to
integrate natural resources management objectives with mission require-
ments on Department of the Navy lands. Allow public recreational access
to Department of the Navy controlled lands when there is no military mis-
sion or safety constraint and when environmental attributes will not be
adversely affected. Ensure optimal natural resources program staffing,
funding, and organizational alignment at each Department of the Navy
activity .... Encourage a personal commitment to environmental steward-
ship by all . . . personnel. Implement meaningful measures of merit to
ascertain success/failure of stewardship initiatives and mitigation (com-
pliance) requirements. [And pireserve biological diversity.
Id. at 3.
209 See supra note 127 and accompanying text.
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many instances, these policies are commensurate with the no-
tion of state responsibility for environmental despoilment.
To what extent does or will the U.S. Navy follow the ex-
isting international environmental policies? The following sec-
tions examine this question by analyzing the application of
international marine pollution laws to the U.S. Navy. Further-
more, subsequent sections illustrate the extent to which naval
forces comply with these prescriptions. In fact, as a baseline
consideration, naval commanders, "shall observe and require
his command to observe the principles of international law.
Where necessary to the fulfillment of this responsibility, a de-
parture from other provisions of Navy Regulations is author-
ized." 210 The Commander's Handbook on the Law of Naval
Operations justifies this principle by stating that:
International law provides stability in international relations and
an expectation that certain acts or omissions will effect predict-
able consequences. If one nation violates the law, it may expect
that others will reciprocate. Consequently, failure to comply with
international law ordinarily involves greater political and eco-
nomic costs than does observance. In short, nations comply with
international law because it is in their interest to do so. 2 1 1
V. APPLYING INTERNATIONAL LAW TO VESSEL-SOURCE
POLLUTION AND THE UNITED STATES NAVY
By the end of the 1960s, the Torrey Canyon212 accident led
to international cognizance and serious consideration of the
problem of marine environmental pollution.213 Prior to this oc-
currence, most early marine pollution treaties were concerned
with oil pollution by private vessels. 214 Moreover, as interna-
tional environmental law was experiencing its genesis in the
210 Bernard H. Oxman, International Law and Naval and Air Operations at
Sea, in INTERNATIONAL LAw STuDIEs 1991: THE LAw OF NAVAL OPERATIONS 21
(Horace B. Robertson, Jr. ed., 1991).
211 COMMANDER'S HANDBOOK, supra note 145, preface.
212 See supra note 21 and accompanying text.
213 Kiss & SHELTON, supra note 21, at 163.
214 Dehner, supra note 6, at 511-12. These include the 1926 Draft Convention
on Oil Pollution of Navigable Waters, I Foreign Relations of the United States 238
(1926); The 1956 International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution of the
Sea by Oil, 9 I.L.M. 1, July 26, 1958; Convention on the High Seas, 13 U.S.T. 2312,
April 29, 1958; the 1969 International Convention Relating to Intervention on the
High Seas in Cases of Oil Pollution Casualties, 9 I.L.M. 25, Dec. 31, 1970.
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early 1970s, additional agreements concerning marine pollution
were promulgated. 215 These included the 1974 International
Convention for Safety of Life at Sea 216 and the 1972 Intergov-
ernmental Conference on the Convention of the Dumping of
Wastes at Sea. 21 7 In the area of vessel-source pollution and
ship-generated wastes, however, commentators have focused
exclusively on the prescriptions and proscriptions of the Inter-
national Convention for the Prevention of Pollution From Ships
and its amending Protocol of 1978 (MARPOL), 218 and the
United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) as
the important vehicles for imposing marine pollution standards
on vessels during routine operations.21 9 The following section
examines MARPOL and UNCLOS and their application to na-
val vessels by scrutinizing their substantive provisions. As this
section will illustrate, while the conventions provide for clear
prohibitions, the problem of sovereign immunity may ulti-
mately affect compliance. Nevertheless, this section concludes
215 For a general history concerning vessel-source pollution, see SCHNEIDER,
supra note 31, at 205-07; and Kiss & SHELTON, supra note 21, at 162-68. In addi-
tion, regional efforts have addressed the problem of vessel-source pollution. See
generally SCHNEIDER, supra note 31, at 207-08. For example, in the Northeast At-
lantic region, the Agreement Concerning Pollution of the North Sea by Oil (Bonn
Agreement) was signed by Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, the Netherlands,
Norway, Sweden, and the United Kingdom in order to make assessments of oil
pollution casualties and take certain ameliorative actions. See 9 I.L.M. 359, April
9, 1970. In the Baltic area, strides were taken to provide a legal framework to
cover all sources of marine pollution. See The Convention on the Protection of the
Marine Environment of the Baltic Sea Area (Helsinki Convention), 13 I.L.M. 544,
March 22, 1974. One final example is the Convention for the Protection of the Med-
iterranean Sea Against Pollution (Barcelona Convention). See 15 I.L.M. 290, Feb.
16, 1976.
216 14 I.L.M. 959, July 1, 1975. While this Convention deals with matters such
as partitioning and stabilizing cargo, machinery and electrical installations, fire
prevention, and radio and navigational equipment, its ultimate utility is seen as
bolstering the importance of MARPOL decided one year early. SCHNEIDER, supra
note 31, at 206.
217 11 I.L.M. 1291, Nov. 13, 1972. The scope of this Convention is outside the
scope of the Article, but it is nevertheless important to note that according to the
convention, dumping is "any deliberate disposal at sea of wastes or other matter
from vessels, aircraft, platforms or other man-made structures at sea", id. art.
III(a)(i), at 1295, but this excludes "[the] disposal at sea of wastes or other matter
incidental to, or derived from the normal operations of vessels ... " Id. Art.
III(b)(i), at 1296.
218 12 I.L.M. 1319, Nov. 2, 1973 [hereinafter MARPOL].
219 See generally Kiss & SHELTON, supra note 21, at 174-78 (detailing the inno-
vative values of these conventions in resolving the issues of marine pollution).
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that despite obstacles to the imposition of the conventional pre-
scriptions to naval vessels, states have a good-faith duty to ad-
here to the provisions arising from the general principles and
obligations of international environmental law.
A. MARPOL
MARPOL was intended to supersede the 1954 Interna-
tional Convention for the Protection of Pollution of the Sea by
Oil.220 The integrated Convention/Protocol was designed to
"limit and prohibit certain types of vessel-source pollution on a
global scale."221 It functions to regulate marine pollution
through the principal convention, three protocols and five
annexes.
222
MARPOL, which applies to ships,223 set forth the general
premise that there exists "the need to preserve the human envi-
ronment in general and the marine environment in particu-
lar."2 24 The term "pollution" is not expressly defined in the
provisions of the Convention. However, its elements are found
in the definition of "discharge"225 which "in relation to harmful
substances or effluents containing such substances, means any
release howsoever caused from a ship and includes any escape,
disposal, spilling, leaking, pumping, emitting or emptying
"226
220 See EDITH BROWN WEISS ET AL., INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL LAW: BA-
SIC INSTRUMENTS AND REFERENCES 327 (1992).
221 Dehner, supra note 6, at 516.
222 See Kiss & SHELTON, supra note 21, at 175.
223 "Ship" is defined as "a vessel of any type whatsoever operating in the
marine environment and includes hydrofoil boats, air-cushion vehicles, submer-
sibles, floating craft and fixed or floating platforms." MARPOL, supra note 218,
Art. 2(4).
224 Id. preamble. The 1978 Protocol appears at 17 I.L.M. 546, May 31, 1978.
225 See Kiss & SHELTON, supra note 21, at 173.
226 MARPOL, supra note 218, Art. 3(a). The definition further states that dis-
charge does not include:
(i) dumping within the meaning of the Convention on the Prevention
of Marine Pollution by Dumping of Wastes and Other Matter...;
(ii) release of harmful substances directly arising from exploration,
exploitation and associated off-shore processing of sea-bed mineral re-
sources; or
(iii) release of harmful substance for purposes of legitimate scientific
research into pollution abatement or control.
Id. Art. 3(b)(i)-(iii).
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The governing scheme of the annexes of MARPOL is regu-
lation by the type of pollutant. Thus, Annex I governs oil, An-
nex II relates to the control of pollution by noxious liquids in
bulk, Annex III regulates pollution by harmful substances car-
ried in package form, Annex IV concerns the discharge of sew-
age and Annex V deals with pollution by garbage from ships.
The first two annexes are "mandatory" in nature and have been
in force since October 2, 1983,227 Annexes III through V are
optional. According to Article 15, an optional annex enters into
force twelve months after the date on which no less than fifteen
States, representing fifty percent of the gross tonnage of the
world's merchant shipping, have ratified them.228 For example,
the ratification by the United States of Annex V of MARPOL, in
late 1987, satisfied the tonnage requirements for that annex. 229
As stated, Annex V specifically regulates pollution by gar-
bage from ships. The term "garbage" means "all kinds of vict-
ual, domestic and operational waste excluding fresh fish parts
thereof, generated during normal operation of the ship and lia-
ble to be disposed of continuously or periodically .... ,,230 Fur-
thermore, the jettisoning into the sea of all plastics is expressly
prohibited.231 Other types of waste are to be disposed of "as far
as practicable from the nearest land... "232 In addition to that
limitation, certain forms of waste may not be disposed of if it is
within a certain minimum threshold distance from land. For
example, Regulation 3 of Annex V dictates that disposal is pro-
hibited if the distance from the nearest land is less than:
(i) 25 nautical miles for dunnage, lining and packing materials
which will float;
227 See WEISS ET AL., supra note 220, at 327.
228 See MARPOL, supra note 218, Art. 15(l),(2).
229 See Dehner, supra note 6, at 518. Annex V entered into force on December
31, 1988. See id. Moreover, by 1993, more than seventy nations had ratified the
Annex, representing over ninety-percent of the world's shipping tonnage. See id.
230 MARPOL, supra note 218, Annex V, regulation 1(1).
231 See id. Regulation 3(1)(a).
232 Id. Regulation 3(1)(b). Annex V also includes designation of "special areas"
in which no plastic or other garbage including paper, glass, and metals, may be
discharged. See id. Regulation 5. These "special areas" include the Mediterranean
Sea, the Baltic Sea area, the Black Sea area, the Red Sea area and (Persian) Gulfs
area. See id.
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(ii) 12 nautical miles for food wastes and all other garbage includ-
ing paper products, rags, glass, metal, bottles, crockery and simi-
lar refuse .... 233
However, food, paper products, glass, metal and similar waste
may be dumped outside three nautical miles of land if they are
ground in a comminuter. 234
Annex V provides for certain limited exceptions in which its
prohibitions may be suspended. According to Regulation 6,
these include:
(1) disposing garbage for the purpose of securing safety for the
ship or saving life at sea;2 3 5
(2) the unintentional escape of garbage resulting from damage to
the vessel;23 6 and
(3) accidental loss of synthetic fishing nets incidental to the re-
pair of such nets.2
3 7
B. UNCLOS
The Third United Nations Conference on the Law of the
Sea convened in 1973. Within nine years, the United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea 238 was completed and opened
for signature on December 10, 1982.239 By the end of 1984,
233 Id. Regulation 3(1)(b)(i),(ii).
234 See id. Regulation 3(1)(c). A comminuter is a machine that grinds garbage.
Moreover, wastes that are ground must be able to pass through a screen with
opening no greater than 25 millimeters. See id.
235 See id. Regulation 6(a).
236 See id. Regulation 6(b).
237 See id. Regulation 6(c).
238 See 21 I.L.M. 1261, Nov. 26, 1982, reprinted in THE 1994 UNITED NATIONS
CONVENTION ON THE LAW OF THE SEA: BASIC DOCUMENTS WITH AN INTRODUCTION
(Renate Platzoder ed., 1995) [hereinafter UNCLOS]. For additional commentary,
see Jonathan I. Charney, Entry into Force of the 1982 Convention on the Law of the
Sea, 35 VA. J. IN'L L. 381 (1995); see also John R. Stevenson & Bernard H.
Oxman, The Future of the United States Convention on the Law of the Sea, 88 AM.
J. INT'L L. 488 (1994); Bernard H. Oxman, United States Interests in the Law of the
Sea, 88 AM. J. INT'L L. 167 (1994); CAPT. George V. Galdorisi & CMDR. James G.
Stavridis, Comment, United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea: Time for a
U.S. Reevaluation?, 40 NAVAL L. REV. 229 (1992); Branda S. Thornton, Law of the
Sea: Evolving National Policies, 84 AM. Soc'Y INT'L L. PRoc. 277 (1990); and Louis
B. Sohn, The Law of the Sea: Customary International Law Developments, 34 AM.
U. L. REV. 271 (1985).
239 See WEISS ET AL., supra note 220, at 332.
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more than 152 States became signatories. 240 As of November
16, 1994, the Convention entered into force for the 65 states
who deposited their instruments for ratification. 241 On October
7, 1994, President Bill Clinton transmitted the Convention and
its Agreement Relating to the Implementation of Part XI of UN-
CLOS, with Annex, to the United States Senate for its advice
and consent.242
The Convention is a "complex instrument of 320 articles
and nine annexes . . . [and] is the first instrument to provide a
comprehensive regime to protect and preserve the marine envi-
ronment."243 The relevant environmental provisions are found
in Part XII, entitled "Protection and Preservation of the Marine
Environment." In particular, Section Five, entitled "Interna-
tional Rules and National Legislation to Prevent, Reduce and
Control Pollution of the Marine Environment," contains provi-
sions concerning pollution from land-based sources, 244 from sea-
bed activities subject to national jurisdiction, 245 from dump-
ing,246 from vessels 247 and from or through the atmosphere. 248
Article 192 establishes the general proposition that "States
have the obligation to protect and preserve the marine environ-
ment."249 Article 194 elaborates on this:
States shall take, individually or jointly as appropriate, all meas-
ures consistent with [UNCLOS] that are necessary to prevent, re-
duce, and control pollution of the maritime environment from any
source, using for this purpose the best practicable means at their
240 See 140 CONG. REC. S14,467-504, (daily ed. Oct. 6, 1994).
241 See id.
242 See Message from the President of the United States and Commentary Ac-
companying the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea and the Agree-
ment Relating to the Implementation of the Part XI upon their Transmittal to the
United State Senate for its Advice and Consent, S. TREATY Doc. No. 103-39 (1994),
reprinted in 7 GEo. INT'L ENvTL. L. REV. 77 (1994) [hereinafter Message from the
President].
243 WEISS ET AL., supra note 219, at 332.
244 See UNCLOS, supra note 237, Art. 207.
245 See id. Art. 208.
246 See id. Art. 210.
247 See id. Art. 211.
248 See id. Art. 212.
249 Id. Art. 192. This obligation, however, is subject to the notion that "[sitates
have the sovereign right to exploit their natural resources pursuant to their envi-
romnental policies and in accordance with their duty to protect and preserve the
marine environment." Id. Art. 193.
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disposal and in accordance with their capabilities, and they shall
endeavor to harmonize their policies in this connection.
250
UNCLOS develops in considerable detail, provisions con-
cerning pollution from vessels. Article 211 requires states to es-
tablish international rules and standards to prevent, reduce
and control vessel-source pollution.251 It is recognized that such
rules and standards are to be developed through the Interna-
tional Maritime Organization - the catalyst for 1MARPOL.
252
Moreover, Paragraph 2 of Article 211 obligates states to adopt
measures relating to vessels of their registry or flying their
flag.2 53
While UNCLOS is not as specific as MARPOL, it neverthe-
less places obligations on states to fashion an effective legal re-
gime concerning marine pollution. Article 235 recognizes the
general principle of state responsibility for environmental dam-
age. According to that provision, "[sitates are responsible for
the fulfillment of their international obligations concerning the
protection and preservation of the marine environment. They
shall be liable in accordance with international law."254
C. Application of International Law to the United States
Navy - The Problem of Sovereign Immunity
The application of UNCLOS and MARPOL to naval vessels,
although optimistic in their approach, is hindered by the prob-
lem of sovereign immunity. In a doctrinal sense, the concept of
immunity is an established principle which is juridically ac-
cepted in the United States.255 For example, in The Schooner
Exchange v. McFadden,256 Chief Justice Marshall enunciated a
rule whereby public armed vessels in the service of a foreign
250 Id. Art. 194(1).
251 See id. Art. 211(1). Furthermore, this provision suggests "promot[ing] the
adoption... wherever appropriate, of routing systems designed to minimize the
threat of accidents which might cause pollution of the marine environment...."
Id.
252 See Message from the President, supra note 241, at 124-25.
253 See UNCLOS, supra note 237, Art. 211(2).
254 Id. art. 235(1). Furthermore, "States shall ensure that recourse is available
in accordance with their legal systems for prompt and adequate compensation or
other relief in respect of damage caused by pollution of the marine environment by
natural or juridical persons under their jurisdiction." Id. Art. 235(2).
255 See Dehner, supra note 6, at 519-20.
256 11 U.S. (7 Cranch) 116 (1812).
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sovereign are exempt from the jurisdiction of any nation but the
flag state. 257 Thus, it was held that American citizens could not
assert title to a French warship harbored in Philadelphia. 258
UNCLOS and MARPOL recognize the principle of sover-
eign immunity. "The provisions [of UNCLOSI regarding the
protection and preservation of the marine environment do not
apply to any warship, naval auxiliary, other vessels or aircraft
owned or operated by a State and used, for the time being, only
on government non-commercial service."259 Similarly, the pro-
visions of MARPOL "shall not apply to any warship, naval aux-
iliary or other ship owned or operated by a State and used, for
the time being, only on government non-commercial service."26 °
By virtue of the type of vessels owned and operated by the
U.S. Navy, the sovereign immunity clauses, but not the pro-
scriptions, apply to naval vessels. 261 Proponents for retention of
sovereign immunity for public vessels focus on security issues
since "[sitates are extremely averse to allowing foreign nations
to have access or power to detain military ships."262 "To sup-
port military operations around the globe, there must be assur-
ance that military vessels and their cargoes can move freely
without being subject to levy or interference by coastal
states."263 Thus, the issue emerges whether security interests
of states should be altered to achieve compliance with interna-
tional environmental treaties. 264 In analyzing this issue, it is
opined that:
[t]his serious derogation is not only irreconcilable ... it is incom-
patible with the usual principles of immunity which provide only
257 See id. at 146.
258 See id.
259 UNCLOS, supra note 237, § 10 Art. 236. Other forms of sovereign immu-
nity appear throughout UNCLOS. E.g., Article 95 states that "[wiarships on the
high seas have complete immunity from the jurisdiction of any State other than
the flag State. Id. Art. 95. Similarly, Article 96 dictates that "[sihips owned or
operated by a State and used only on government non-commercial service shall, on
the high seas, have complete immunity from the jurisdiction of any State other
than the flag States." Id. Art. 96.
260 MARPOL, supra note 215, Art. 3(3).
261 See supra notes 154-72 and accompanying text (discussing the nature of
U.S. naval vessels).
262 Dehner, supra note 6, at 522-23.
263 Id. at 523.
264 See id.
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for exemption from enforcement procedures, not from applicabil-
ity of the law. Logically and according to general international
law, there is no reason why government ships and aircraft should
not be governed by marine pollution rules, even though they may
be immune from otherwise applicable enforcement procedures. 265
Both UNCLOS and MARPOL address this polar conflict by
providing good-faith adherence to general principles of interna-
tional law by sovereign states. Article 236 of UNCLOS articu-
lates that "each State shall ensure, by the adoption of
appropriate measures not impairing operations or operational
capabilities of such vessels or aircraft owned or operated by it,
that such vessels or aircraft act in a manner consistent, so far
as is reasonable and practicable, with [the provisions of UN-
CLOS] ."266 MARPOL includes almost identical language. 267
D. Summary and Conclusions
The foregoing section illustrates the extent to which inter-
national law is cognizant of the problem of marine pollution and
specifically vessel-source pollution. Both UNCLOS and
MARPOL take active steps to reduce oceanic despoilment by re-
quiring flag states to follow certain prescribed standards. How-
ever, there exists a difficulty in applying these provisions to the
U.S. Navy due to the unique status of its vessels. The proscrip-
tions of the conventions do not apply to naval warships because
of the existing sovereign immunity sections. Both UNCLOS
and MARPOL, however, provide for "good-faith" exceptions to
the principle of sovereign immunity by requiring party-states to
adopt measures commensurate with the underpinnings of the
substantive provisions of the conventions. In terms of United
States policy, it can be argued that state responsibility man-
dates the fashioning of such a legal regime, as evidenced by Sec-
tion 603(2) of the Restatement (Third) of Foreign Relations of
the United States which dictates that "a state is obligated to
265 Kiss & SHELTON, supra note 21, at 173-74.
266 UNCLOS, supra note 237, Art. 236.
267 See MARPOL, supra note 215, Art. 3(3). The provision states that:
each Party shall ensure by the adoption of appropriate measures not im-
pairing the operations or operational capabilities of such ships owned or
operated by it, that such ships act in a manner consistent, so far as is
reasonable and practicable, with the present Convention.
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take . . .such measures as may be necessary .. .to prevent,
reduce, and control pollution causing or threatening to cause
significant injury to the marine environment."268 Based on the
Restatement, does the United States impose an obligation and a
responsibility upon the U.S. Navy to ensure adherence to con-
ventional international standards concerning marine pollution?
The following section examines that question by focusing on the
means, methods and implementation of U.S. naval policy to-
wards international compliance.
VI. REMEDYING THE PROBLEM - UNITED STATES COMPLIANCE
AND NAVAL POLICIES
A. Towards Compliance
The United States has taken active steps towards compli-
ance with international standards concerning marine pollution.
Indeed, the U.S. Navy is required under domestic law to comply
with Annex V of MARPOL as implemented by the Marine
Plastic Pollution Research and Control Act (MPPRCA) of
1987.269 In its original form, Congress mandated that the U.S.
Navy comply with the provisions of the annex by January 1,
1994.270 In order to achieve these goals, the Secretary of the
Navy is charged with the duty of "develop[ing] and . . . sup-
port[ing] the development of technologies and practices for solid
waste management aboard ships owned or operated by the De-
partment of the Navy, including technologies and practices for
the reduction of the waste stream generated aboard ships."271
The U.S. Navy however, was unable to meet its deadline272
and a new time-table had to be imposed. 273 Accordingly, all sur-
268 RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF FOREIGN RELATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES
§ 603(2) (1986).
269 33 U.S.C.A. § 1901 (1987).
270 See id. § 1902(b)(2)(A)(i).
271 Id. § 1902(e)(1).
272 See Navy Says It's Green, supra note 51. One commentator points out that
from a practical perspective, naval vessels face certain difficulties in compliance
due to their classification as "space and weight critical." Dehner, supra note 7, at
527. Thus, in order to comply with MPPRCA, analysts must take into considera-
tion the fact that if garbage is to be retained on board, storage and equipment
space must be created. See id. The problem is further exacerbated by prolonged
operations at sea and the lack of adequate shore disposal facilities. See id.
273 National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1994, Pub. L. No. 103-
160, 107 Stat. 1547 (1993).
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face vessels must comply with the requirements of Annex V of
MARPOL by December 31, 2000274 and all submarines by De-
cember 31, 2008.275 Additionally, the MPPRCA also provides
for adherence to the "special area" prohibitions as found in An-
nex V of MARPOL.276
Efforts by the Navy to comply with international standards
are by no means limited to MPPRCA. According to one com-
mentator, "ship discharges historically have not been subject to
the same degree of regulatory control as point source discharges
ashore. The lack of clear standards for discharges incidental to
normal operations from military vessels creates uncertainty in
both the regulator and regulated community."277 In other legis-
lative areas, the Department of the Navy has sought to amend
current domestic pollution control laws thereby facilitating
compliance by its vessels.
Clear national standards .. .would enhance environmental pro-
tection and facilitate compliance by vessel operators. In a proac-
tive effort to promote these objectives, the Navy is spearheading a
federal effort to establish uniform national discharge standards
for effluent from [Department of Defense] vessels .... The prece-
dent for national standards already exists in the Clean Water Act
[Section] 312278 which establishes standards for the management
of sewage from vessels.
2 79
On June 8, 1995, the Department of the Navy transmitted
to the Vice-President and the Speaker of the House a proposed
bill that would direct the Secretary of Defense and the Adminis-
trator of the Environmental Protection Agency to develop stan-
274 33 U.S.C.A. § 1902(b)(2)(A)(ii).
275 See id. § 1902(b)(2)(A)(iii). See also 59 Fed. Reg. 37,223-24 (1994).
276 See 33 U.S.C.A. § 1902(c)(1). According to this Section, "[nlot later than
December 31, 2000, all surface ships owned or operated by the Department of the
Navy, and not later than December 31, 2008, all submersibles owned or operated
by the Department of the Navy, shall comply with the special requirement of Regu-
lation 5 of Annex V of [MARPOLI." Id. See also discussion, supra Part V.A.
277 Kandaras Testimony, supra note 154, at 21.
278 Federal Water Pollution Control Act, 33 U.S.C. § 1322 (1996). According to
the provision, Federal standards of performance for marine sanitation devices
shall be promulgated in order to prevent "the discharge of untreated or inade-
quately treated sewage into or upon the navigable waters from new vessels and
existing vessels . .. ." Id. § 1322(b)(1).
279 Kandaras Testimony, supra note 154, at 21.
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dards and regulations applicable to non-sewage discharges 280
from naval vessels. 28 ' In order to achieve these objectives, the
proposed amendments to Section 312 of the Clean Water Act
would add "marine pollution control devices"28 2 as the required
form of technology. "With national standards established, the
[U.S.] Navy could proceed with technology development with re-
sulting dual use technologies applicable in a variety of marine
applications worldwide." 28 3
Indeed, the U.S. Navy may be moving closer to realizing its
goals. Section 325 of the National Defense Authorization Act
for Fiscal Year 1996284 enunciates that its main purposes are
to:
(1) enhance the operational flexibility of vessels of the Armed
Forces domestically and internationally;
(2) stimulate the development of innovative vessel pollution con-
trol technology; and
(3) advance the development by the United States Navy of envi-
ronmentally sound ships.28 5
Furthermore, by incorporating the proposals concerning pollu-
tion abatement,286 Section 325 promulgates governmental
mechanisms for such things as determining which discharges
280 These may include graywater composed of sink and shower water; bilge
water from the holds of vessels; boiler blow down waste streams; wastewater from
vessel cleaning operations; discharges from mechanical and maintenance opera-
tions; and releases of hazardous substances from hull coatings. See UNIFORM NA-
TIONAL DISCHARGE STANDARDS FOR ARMED FORCES VESSELS ACT OF 1995, S. REP.
No. 113, 104th Cong., 1st Sess. (1995).
281 See id.
282 Marine pollution control devices are defined as "any equipment or manage-
ment practice, for installation or use on board a vessel of the Armed Forces that is
... designed to receive, retain, treat, control . . . a discharge incidental to the
normal operation of a vessel." Id.
283 Kandaras Testimony, supra note 152, at 22.
284 National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1996, Pub. L. No. 104-
106, 110 Stat. 186 (1996).
285 Id. § 325, 110 Stat. 186 at 254.
286 See note 279, supra, and accompanying text.
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are to be controlled, 28 7 performance standards of marine pollu-
tion control devices, 288 and enforcement. 28 9
B. The Role of Technology in Naval Policy
The previous sections have examined the problem of
marine pollution and how state responsibility, required by in-
ternational law, has necessitated states to implement legal re-
gimes commensurate with the international standards. The
U.S. Navy's compliance with the MPPRCA is merely an exten-
sion of its growingenvironmental policies. 290 However, it has
also been said that "[r]esearch and development in [the area of
waste management] is costly, and the Navy has expended some
funds which have resulted in some very important technological
advances in waste disposal."29 1 As a result, the U.S. Depart-
ment of the Navy has been viewed as a leader in research and
development of pollution control technologies. 292 The following
section shall highlight some of the advances that have been
made to remedy the problem of marine pollution and bring na-
val warships into compliance with both international and do-
mestic standards.
The U.S. Navy has long been concerned with the problem of
disposing of plastics. In 1989, the Department of the Navy im-
plemented the PRIME 293 program in order to reduce the
amount of plastics used by naval personnel. 294 For example, in
287 According to § 325, relevant governmental parties "shall jointly determine
the discharges incidental to the normal operation of a vessel of the Armed Forces
for which it is reasonable and practicable to require use of a marine pollution con-
trol device to mitigate adverse impacts on the marine environment." 110 Stat. 186,
supra note 284 at 254-55. In order to arrive at this decision, various factors are
taken into account such as the nature of the discharge, the environmental effects,
the practicability of using a marine pollution control device, applicable domestic
and international law, and economic costs. See id. at 255.
288 See id.
289 The laws apply "against any agency of the United States responsible for
vessels of the Armed Forces notwithstanding any immunity asserted by the
agency." Id. at 258.
290 See discussion supra Part IV.C.
291 Two Congressmen Rap Navy Expenditures for Shipboard Waste Manage-
ment Systems, 18 B.N.A. ENV'T REP. 837 (1994).
292 See Dehner, supra note 6, at 530.
293 Plastics Removal in the Marine Environment Program.
294 See U.S. Panel Develops Plan to Curb Use, At-Sea Disposal of Plastics by
U.S. Navy, 1988 B.N.A. INr'L ENV'T REP. 395 (Current Report).
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a two year period, Naval Supply Systems Command had re-
viewed over 700,000 managed line items and has changed the
packaging specifications on fifty-seven percent of these items.295
This review has allowed the Navy to prevent over 500,000
pounds of plastics from being brought aboard ships each
year.296 Moreover, by adopting the use of solid paper cups in-
stead of the traditional polystyrene or plastic lined cups, an-
other 62,000 pounds of plastic use is avoided.297
The Navy has developed, through new technology, an elabo-
rate plastic waste processor which shreds, heats, and com-
presses all plastics, producing a sanitized disc thirty times
smaller than the original mass.298 These discs can then be
stored for shore disposal. 299 In addition, experiments have
yielded plastic substitutes such as "plastic chitins," whose
chemical composition resembles the natural plastics found in
the shells of marine crustaceans, which are more readily
biodegradable. 30 0
Other efforts for afloat units include: using hardware to re-
move oil from bilge discharges, 301 non-chemical fire fighting and
paint removal using recycled steel grit and plastic beads instead
of chemical toxins.30 2 In addition, considerable research has
been devoted to the development of a solid waste pulper which
would shred paper, cardboard, light wood, cloth, and food waste
into a mixture of cellulose fibers called "slurry."3 03 This slurry
could then be discharged as a biodegradable waste.30 4
The foregoing discussion illustrates the extent to which the
U.S. Navy is striving to comply with international and domestic
standards. The Department of the Navy has been criticized for
295 See Kandaras Testimony, supra note 154, at 17.
296 See id.
297 See id.
298 See Navy Says It's Green, supra note 51. See also Dehner, supra note 6, at
530-31.
299 See Navy Says It's Green, supra note 51.
300 See Dehner, supra note 6, at 531.
301 Approximately seventy percent of naval vessels have oil]water separators
that treat bilge water to international standards. Kandaras Presses for Standard,
DEFENSE CLEANUP, April 29, 1994, available in WESTLAW, 1994 WL 2507343.
302 See Schachte, supra note 42 at 105.
303 See Navy Chokes on Plastic Waste, Navy News & Undersea Technology,
Aug. 5, 1991.
304 See id.
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remaining complacent in its efforts. 30 5 However, the U.S. Navy
is striving towards adhering to the legal prescriptions and has
enjoyed international recognition for its accomplishments. 30 6
VII. CONCLUSION
This article has explored the pervasive problem of marine
pollution and how international law has imposed a general duty
and responsibility on states to maintain a habitable environ-
ment. This concept extends to the areas of ocean governance
and vessel-source pollution. Conventions such as MARPOL and
UNCLOS require party-states to adhere to certain prescriptions
governing the discharge of pollutants from ships.
In response to these requirements, the U.S. Navy has
sought to comply by implementing comprehensive pollution pre-
vention and conservation programs. Sovereign immunity provi-
sions, included in MARPOL and UNCLOS, which suspend the
legal obligations dictated by the conventional provisions, cause
difficulty in compliance. However, these barriers have not
stymied compliance efforts by the U.S. Navy. The MARPOL
legislation, that has been implemented, requires naval vessels
to reduce marine pollution by various target dates. Further-
more, such legislation has cultivated research towards the de-
velopment of the best practicable technologies to handle and
dispose of shipboard wastes.
The future of marine pollution control appears promising.
The international ratification of UNCLOS and its transmission
to the United States Senate for its advice and consent, gives
new hope for an effective legal regime of ocean governance.
Whatever the future holds, the U.S. Navy must maintain the
balance of interests between national security and environmen-
tal protection. Indeed, as one commentator has suggested, "[a]
305 See, e.g., Solid Waste: GAO Report Questions Navy Waste Management,
American Political Network, Inc., Aug. 25, 1994. According to Senator Joseph Lie-
berman (D-Conn), "[The Navy is] wasting taxpayer's money - your money and
mine - and they're wasting the environment by continuing to dump stuff into the
oceans." Dehner, supra note 6, at 532. Furthermore, environmentalists have ar-
gued for an absolute prohibition on discharges, thus affecting the viability of naval
programs. See Navy Says It's Green, supra note 51.
306 For example, government of Canada and various Caribbean nations have
shown interest in implementing shipboard plastic processing systems modeled af-
ter the U.S. naval prototype. See Navy Says It's Green, supra note 51.
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nation's security, economic, and environmental interests are
compatible - the framework is found in [UNCLOS].1"307 This
article has shown that the framework extends beyond a single
convention. It embodies an entire corpus of laws that imposes
general rights, obligations and duties on states to refrain from
compromising the delicate ecological balance of the world's
oceans.
307 Schachte, supra note 42, at 114.
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